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This is an unabridged translation of the second edition from 1843 of a travelogue by Astolphe de
Custine about a summer he spent traveling in Russia from Petersburg to Moscow, during which
he met Tsar Nicholas I and recorded his impressions about life in Russia. He was a French
aristocrat, a devout catholic, and homosexual, and was involved in politics in France under the
the monarchy of Louis-Philippe of the House of Orleans before the revolution of 1848.
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……………………697RUSSIA IN 1839by Astolphe de Custinetr. J. O’KeefeFIRST LETTER TO
M. xxxEms, June 5, l839Arrival at the residence of the grand duke heir apparent at Ems. –
Particular character of Russian courtiers. – Difference in their behavior if their master is present
or absent. – Portrait of the grand duke. – His physiognomy and sickly appearance. – His father
and his uncle at this same age. – His vehicles. – Shabby dress of his domestics. – English
superiority in material things. – Setting sun on the Rhine. – The river itself more beautiful than its
banks. -Excessive heat.I began my voyage to Russia yesterday: the hereditary grand duke
(future Tsar Alexander II) arrived at Ems, preceded by ten or twelve vehicles and followed by a
numerous court.What struck me at first in seeing the Russians courtiers at their tasks is that they
perform their profession of great lords with extraordinary submission. They are a kind of superior
slaves. But immediately when the prince has disappeared, they resume a free and easy air,
resolute manners, and deliberate behavior that contrasts in an unfavorable way with the
complete self-suppression they affected a moment before. In short, the entire retinue of the
inheritor to the imperial throne manifests habits of domestic service which the masters are not
more exempt from than the valets. This is not simply in etiquette like that which governs other
courts, where official respect, the importance of the responsibility rather that of the person, that
is to say, the obligatory roles which engender boredom and sometimes ridicule. More than that,
the Russian court possesses a gratuitous and involuntary servility that does not exclude
arrogance. It seems to me I heard the retinue say in facing up to their condition, “Since this can’t
be otherwise, I am comfortable with it.” This mélange of pride and humiliation displeased me and
in no way prejudiced me in favor of the country I was to travel through.I found myself amid a
crowd of the curious by the side of the grand duke when he climbed down from his vehicle.
Before entering the residence, he paused for a long time by the bath house to chat in public with
a Russian woman, i.e. countess ***. I could in this way examine him at leisure. He was twenty
years old, which was the age he appeared to be. He had a tall stature, but he appeared to me to
be a bit fat for such a young man. His features were handsome despite the bloated appearance
of his face which effaced his physiognomy. His round face was more German than Russian. It
made me think of what Tsar Alexander I must have looked like at that age, but not in any way
recalling the Kalmuck (Tartar) type. His visage will pass through a number of phases before it will
take on a definite character. The habitual humor that it today denotes is sweet and good-
natured, but between the young smile of his eyes and the constant twitch of his mouth there was



a discord which showed little frankness and perhaps some inner suffering. Chagrin in youth, a
time when happiness is due to a young man, is a secret as well-guarded as it is an inexplicable
mystery even for the person who experiences it. The facial expression of this young prince is
benevolent; his demeanor is graceful, light, and noble. He is truly a prince. He has a modest air
without timidity which one is grateful to him for. The embarrassment of the great is as troubling
for everyone as their ease appears to be a reason for our courteousness. It really is. When the
great believe themselves to be Pagodas (demigods), they are troubled by the opinion they have
about themselves which they cannot hope to share with others.This sort of disturbance did not
affect the grand duke. His presence created entirely the impression of a well-educated man. If he
ever reigns, the inherent attraction of his grace will cause him to be obeyed, and not through
terror, unless the necessities attached to the burden of being tsar of Russia alters his nature in
his change of position.(Sequel to the preceding letter.)The next day, June 6th, in the evening.I
saw the grand duke again. I examined him for a long time very closely. He had taken off his
uniform which squeezed him and gave him a swollen appearance. Ordinary clothing suited him
better, it seemed to me. He was pleasantly shaped, had a noble bearing without any military
stiffness, and the kind of grace that distinguished him recalled the particular charm associated
with the Slavic race. This is not the same as the vivacious passion of warm countries or the
impassive coldness of Northern ones, but rather a mélange of the simplicity of Southern ease
and Scandinavian melancholy. Slavs are blond Arabs. The grand duke is more than half German.
But in Mecklenburg as well as in parts of Holstein and Russia, German Slavs exist.Despite his
youth, the visage of the prince was not as pleasant as his stature; neither was his skin tone
fresher. One could see that he suffers, that his eyelid lowers over the exterior corner of his eye
with a melancholy that would indicate a more advanced age. His graceful mouth was not without
a sweet quality and his Greek profile recalled ancient medallions or the portraits of Tsarina
Catherine II. But behind the air of benevolence that beauty, youth, and especially German blood
almost always imparts, one could not keep from recognizing an ability to dissemble that causes
one to be afraid of such a very young man. It made me believe that the prince has been called
on to mount the throne. He has a melodious tone of voice which is rare in his family. This is a gift,
it is said, that he received from his mother.He shines out in the midst of all the young men of his
society without one knowing what the distance is between him and them if not the perfect grace
of his person. Grace always denotes an amiable disposition of mind: there is so much soul in his
bearing, in the expression of his physiognomy, in the attributes of the man. He is at the same
time imposing and pleasant. Russian travelers have declared to me that his beauty is a
phenomenon: without this exaggeration, I would have been even more struck when I saw him.
Moreover, I recalled the romantic air and the face of an archangel of his father (Tsar Alexander I)
and his uncle the grand duke Michael in 1815 when they were nicknamed the Aurora Borealises
when they were in Paris, and when I became suspicious of them because I had been deceived
by them.I was struck by the lack of elegance of his vehicles, the disorder of his baggage, and the
negligent dress of his servants accompanying him. When one compares this imperial cortege to



the magnificence of English horse-and-carriage works and the particular care that English
domestics take in all things, one can see that it is not enough to have your gear made by
saddlers of London to attain the material perfection which assures England its predominance in
that sphere in a positivist century like our own.I saw yesterday the sunset over the Rhine: it was a
grand spectacle. What I found most beautiful about this country, although it is famous for it, was
not the banks of the river with its monotonous ruins and its arid vineyards, which take up too
much space on the landscape for the enjoyment of the eye (because I have seen elsewhere
more imposing riverbanks, more beautiful forests, hardier vegetation, and more picturesque and
astonishing sites), but what appeared to me most marvelous here was the river itself, especially
when contemplated from the side of the ship. Gliding with an ever-equal motion through the
country it illuminates, reflects, and vivifies, the river’s immense mirror awoke in me a power of
creation which confounded my intelligence. In measuring this movement of the river, I compared
myself to a doctor examining the pulse of a patient to find its strength. Rivers are the arteries of
our planet, and I was struck with admiration before this manifestation of universal life. I felt myself
in the presence of my master. I saw eternity. I believed and touched infinity. There was a sublime
mystery in this. What I could not understand in nature, I admired, and my ignorance sought
refuge in adoration. That is why science is less necessary for me that it is for dissatisfied
minds.We literally were dying from the heat. It had been years since the ever-stifling air of the
Ems valley had reached this temperature. The night before, in returning from the banks of the
Rhine, I saw in the woods a swarm of fireflies: these were the dear luciole of Italy I have never
come across anywhere except in warm countries.After two days, I departed for Berlin and
Petersburg.SECOND LETTERProgress of material civilization in Germany. – The protestants in
Prussia. – Music employed as a means of education for peasants. – The cult of art prepares the
soul for the cult of God. -Prussia as auxiliary of Russia. -Existing relationships between the
character of the German people and Luther. – The minister of France in Prussia. – The
correspondence of my father preserved in the archives of the French legation in Berlin. – My
father, at the age of 28, named minister of France to the courts of Brunswick and Prussia in
1792. – M. de Ségur. – His knife stab to himself. -Indiscretion of Tsarina Catherine I. – Another
curious and unknown anecdote about the Pilnitz convention. – My father replaces M. de Ségur. –
His success at this court. – He was urged to abandon France. – He returned there despite the
foreseen danger. – He went on two campaigns as a volunteer under his father. – Letter of M. de
Noailles, then French ambassador to Vienna. -My mother. – Her conduct during the trial of
General Custine, her father-in-law. – She accompanied him to the tribunal. – The danger she
incurred. – The perron of the Palace of Justice. – How she escaped being slaughtered. – The two
mothers. – Death of the general. – Her religious courage. – The Queen replaces him in the cell in
the Conciergerie (prison in Paris). -Memories of Versailles at the foot of the gallows. – My father
published a justification for the conduct of the general. – He was arrested. – My mother prepared
the escape of her husband. – Devotion of the daughter of the prison warden. – Heroism of the
prisoner. – Final interview in the hall of the Conciergerie. – A bizarre incident. – First impressions



of my childhood. – My father’s tutor stricken with apoplexy in reading about the death of his pupil
in a newspaper.Berlin, June 23, 1839One must say to the shame of man that there exists a
completely material beatitude for the people. This is what Germany and particularly Prussia now
enjoy. Thanks to its magnificently maintained roads and its system of customs and
administration, this country, the cradle of protestantism, has overtaken us today on the road of
physical civilization. There is in this a kind of sensual religion in this that has made humanity its
God. It is only too true that modern governments favor this refined materialism, the final
consequence of the religious Reformation of the 16th century. Reducing their activity to
exploiting earthly happiness, the governments seem to propose as a unique goal that of proving
to the world that the divine idea is not necessary for the wellbeing of a nation. These are old
people who are contented with continuing to live.Nevertheless, the wisdom and the economy
that presides over the administration of this country are a just reason for pride for the Prussians.
Their rural schools are directed conscientiously under exact surveillance. Every village employs
music as a means of civilization and at the same time as entertainment for the people: there isn’t
a church without an organ. In this way, the smallest village can allow the masterpieces of the old
Italian and German schools to be heard. There is not a piece of music, old and austere, which
cannot be written for more than four parts: where is the schoolmaster who cannot find a bass, a
tenor, and two children who can sing the first and second upper parts of these pieces? Every
schoolmaster in Prussia is a Choron and Wilhem (French composer and pedagogue). These
rural concerts sustain a taste for music, provide a counterweight to the attraction of taverns, and
prepare the imagination of the people to receive religious instruction. This has degenerated
among the protestants into a course of practical morals, but the time is not far when the
supernatural side to religion will resume its rights. The creature endowed with immortality will not
always be contented with the kingdom of earth, and peoples more adept at savoring the
pleasures of art will also be the first to understand the new proofs of the revelation of heaven. It
is thus just reasonable to conclude that the Prussian government is adequately preparing its
subjects to play a role in the religious revival that is progressing and which has already
proclaimed itself to the world with indisputable signs.Prussia will soon feel the inadequacy of its
philosophy to bring peace to its souls. In waiting for its glorious future, the city of Berlin today is
dominated by the least philosophic country in the world, i.e. Russia. However, the people of
Germany, seduced by a skilled administration, are turning their eyes towards Prussia. They
believe that it is from this source that liberal institutions will evolve, which many people still
confuse with the conquests of industry, as if luxury and liberty, wealth and independence,
pleasure and virtue were synonymous.The main fault of the German people, personified by
Luther, is their penchant for physical enjoyments. In our time, nothing counteracts this penchant
and everything contributes to increasing it. Thus, sacrificing its dignity and perhaps its
independence in the arid hope for an entirely material wellbeing, the German nation, in the
bonds of a politics of sensuality and a religion of rationality, is failing in its duties to itself and the
world. If Germany forgets this, the fault will principally be Prussia’s, which is the ancient foyer of



this irresponsible material philosophy that is called religion out of politeness.France is today
represented in Prussia by a minister who perfectly satisfies all that is demanded of a man in his
place during the time we are now living in. No mysterious air, no affected silence, no useless
reticence betrays the opinion that he has acquired in his high position. One only acknowledges
the post he occupies because one recognizes his necessary merit in fulfilling his duties.
Guessing with a very refined tact the needs and tendencies of modern societies, he tranquilly
marches forward into the future without disdaining the lessons of the past. In short, he is one of
the small number of men of former times who have become necessary today.Originally from the
same province as me, he initially gave me some curious details about my family I was not aware
of. Moreover, I owe great pleasure of heart to him, I confess without evasion, because one
cannot attribute to pride the religious admiration we feel about the heroism of our fathers.I will
describe to you precisely all that I felt on that occasion; but let me first of all prepare you for it, as
I have prepared myself.I know that there exists in the French legation in Berlin letters and
diplomatic notes of great interest to everyone and especially for me: they were written by my
father.In 1792, at the age of 22, my father was chosen by the ministers of Louis XVI, who had
been a constitutional monarch for a year, to carry out an important and delicate mission to the
duke of Brunswick. It involved making the duke decide to refuse the command of the coalition
army against France. One reasonably hoped that the crises of our revolution would become less
dangerous for the country and the king if foreigners did not strike to thwart its progress.My father
arrived too late at Brunswick. The duke had given his word. However, the confidence that the
character and skill that young Custine inspired in France was such that, instead of being recalled
to Paris, he was sent to the court of Prussia to make new attempts to detach Wilhelm II from the
same coalition that the duke of Brunswick had just promised to assume the military command
of.Shortly before the arrival of my father in Berlin, M. de Ségur, then French ambassador to
Prussia, had just failed in difficult negotiations. My father was given the responsibility of
replacing him.King Wilhelm had treated M. de Ségur poorly, so badly that he returned home
exasperated and, believing his reputation as an able man was so much compromised, he tried
to kill himself by stabbing himself with a knife, but the knife did not penetrate deeply and M. de
Ségur left Prussia.This event placed all the political heads in Europe at a loss. Nothing at this
time could explain the extreme ill-will of the king for a man so distinguished in birth and for his
mind.I know from a very good source an anecdote which throws some light on this still obscure
fact. It is this: M. de Ségur, then in great favor with Tsarina Catherine, often amused himself by
directing ridicule at the nephew of Frederick the Great, who became king later, under the name
of Frederich-Wilhelm II. M. de Ségur mocked his lovers and his person itself. And, according to
the tastes of the time, he made satirical portraits of this prince and the persons of his intimate
society which he sent in a morning note to the tsarina.After the death of Frederick the Great, the
political circumstances suddenly changed and the tsarina sought an alliance with Prussia. In
order to make the new king promptly ally with her against France, she quite simply sent him M.
de Ségur’s note, whom Louis XVI had just named French ambassador to Berlin.Another equally



curious fact preceded the arrival of my father at the Prussian court. It will make you see how
much sympathy the French revolution inspired in the civilized world.The project of the treaty of
Pilnitz came about. But the powers of the coalition put a great price on keeping France ignorant
of the conditions of this alliance. The memoranda of the treaty were already in the hands of the
king of Prussia, and none of the agents of France in Europe had any knowledge of it yet.Late
one evening, M. de Ségur in returning home on foot believed he noticed a strange man, wrapped
in a cape, following him rather closely. He speeded up his pace and the stranger also speeded
up. He stopped and the stranger drew back, stopping at some distance. M. de Ségur was
without a weapon: doubly disturbed by this encounter because of the personal ill-will he knew he
was the object of, as well as the seriousness of the political circumstances, he began to hurry up
in approaching his house. But, despite all his diligence, he could not keep the mysterious man
from arriving at the same time at his door and then disappear in throwing under Ségur’s feet a
rather thick roll of paper at the moment he opened his door. M. de Ségur, having picked up the
roll of paper, called for several of his servants to run after the stranger, but no one could find
him.The roll of paper was the project of the treaty of Pilnitz, copied word for word in the very
cabinet of the king of Prussia. And that is how France, served by persons secretly converted to
her new doctrines, received the first communication of this document that soon became famous
throughout the entire world.Circumstances beyond the talent and will of man made the attempts
of my father useless before the cabinet of Berlin, but despite the failure of these negotiations, he
won the esteem and even the friendship of all the persons with whom he was in business
relations, not excepting the king and his ministers, which personally compensated him for the
fruitlessness of his personal mission.The memory of the perfect tact with which my father
extricated himself from the difficulties he found in Berlin has still not been forgotten. Arriving at
the court of Prussia as a minister of the French government of that time, he there found his
mother-in-law Madam de Sabran a refugee in the same court fleeing the French government.
The division of opinions was manifested in every house and the discord threatening the people
became evident in families through troubles and contradictions.When my father wished to return
to France to give an account of these negotiations, his mother-in-law joined with all the friends
he had in Berlin tried to turn him away from this design. Mr. Kalkreuth, nephew of the famous
companion-in-arms of Prince Henry of Prussia, almost threw himself at his feet to make him
remain in Berlin and to urge him to at least wait in safety until the time he could again serve his
country. Prince Henry predicted what would befall him on his return to France.The scenes of
April 10 horrified Europe. Louis XVI was imprisoned and disorder broke out everywhere. Every
day some new discourse changed the configuration of affairs in the tribunal. In the interior of
France as well as in foreign countries, anarchy released the political men employed by the
French government from their obligations. This government, it was said, was without authority
over the people, without self-respect, and without consideration abroad. In a word, no one
spared anything to make my father feel that his loyalty to the men who at the moment directed
the affairs of our country was a kind of mistaken heroic stance more deserving blame than



admiration.My father did not allow himself to be seduced by subtleties of conscience and
behaved in a manner to justify the ancient motto of his family: “Do what you must, come what
may.”On top of this, my father, a Regulus ignored by a country where the heroism of the day
before was smothered by the glory of the present day and by the ambition of tomorrow, tranquilly
departed for France where the scaffold awaited him.He first of all found that affairs were in such
disorder that, renouncing politics, he enlisted in the army of the Rhine commanded by his father,
General Custine. He honorably fought in two campaigns as a volunteer and, when the general
had cleared the road for conquest for our armies and returned to Paris to be executed there, his
son followed him to defend him. Both of them perished in the same manner. But my father for a
short time survived his father. He was only condemned when the Girondins were in power,
among whom were some of his best friends.He died resigned, with all the virtues of a martyr,
even that of unacknowledged virtue.In this way, the enlightened patriotism of the father and son,
with their pure devotion to the cause of liberty, received the same reward.It was the diplomatic
correspondence of my father at the time of his interesting mission to the court of Berlin that our
acting minister at the same court wanted me to read yesterday.Nothing could be simpler than
letters which are models of the diplomatic style, masterpieces of expository reasoning. They are
also worthy examples of prudence and courage. One sees in them Europe and France dragged
one against the other colliding and misjudging each other. One can see growing disorder
despite the remedies proposed by some wise men who died fruitlessly, victims of their
courageous moderation. The maturity of mind, the gentleness and strength of character, the
solidity of instruction, the justness of their views, the clarity of ideas, the force of soul that they
showed were surprising when one thinks of the age of the man who wrote them and whom one
recalls that at this time had not been much out of childhood: such talent belongs to a ripe age
and maturity and not to such a young age.M. de Noailles, who at the time fulfilled the
responsibility of French ambassador to Vienna and who sent his resignation to the unfortunate
Louis XVI, wrote to my father to instruct him about the decision he made. These letters,
preserved with others in our archives in Berlin, contain the most flattering praise for the new
diplomat for whom he predicted a brilliant career. He was far from aware that it would be so
short.My father was not at all vain. But his modesty caused him to find great encouragement in
this approval of an experienced and impartial man who was disposed to follow a line of action
opposed to that which the young ambassador of France in Berlin chose.The death that my father
sought in Paris out of duty was indeed noble. A circumstance unknown to the public rendered
him sublime, so it seems to me. The deed is worth the trouble of telling you in detail. But, since
my mother played an important role, I want it to be preceded by another account that will suffice
in making her known to you.My travels are my memories: that is why I don’t have any scruples of
beginning this one of Russia with a history that interests me more personally than all the facts I
will gather further on.General Custine had been recalled to Paris where he perished because of
the denunciations of people envious of him.He had learned of the death of the king while in the
army, and his reading of the newspapers made him so indignant that he did not moderate his



expression of it in the presence of the commissars of the Convention. Those men heard him say,
“I served my country to defend it from a foreign invasion but who wants to fight for the men who
govern it today?”His words, reported to Robespierre by Merlin de Thionville and by other
commissars, determined the death of the general.My mother, who nursed me, lived secluded in
a village in Normandy where she hid with me when I was a very small child. As soon as she
learned of the return of General Custine to Paris, this noble young woman believed it was her
duty to quit her refuge, her child- everything to rush to the aid of her father-in-law with whom her
family had been on bad terms for a number of years because of the political opinions he had
expressed at the beginning of the revolution. She had difficulty in parting with me for she was a
true mother, but misfortune always had the first rights over her great heart.She confided me to
the care of a nurse born at our home in Lorraine whose hereditary fidelity was unflinching. This
woman was to bring me to Paris.If General Custine could have been saved, it would perhaps
have been through the devotion and courage of his daughter-in-law.Their first interview was
touching, especially in regard to the surprise of the prisoner. Hardly had the old soldier
perceived my mother than he believed himself freed. In fact, her youth, beauty, and timidity
which did not keep her, when necessary, from having the courage of a lion, soon inspired such
an interest in the impartial public, in journalists, the people, and even the judges of the
revolutionary tribunal that the men who had resolved on the execution of the general wanted to
frighten the most eloquent of his advocates, his daughter-in-law.The government at that time
had not yet come to the point of insolence that it later realized. They only had my mother
arrested after the death of her father-in-law and her husband. But the men who feared to put her
in prison were not afraid to order and pay for her slaughter. The Septembrists, as the paid
assassins at that time were called, were positioned for a number of days on the steps of the
Palace of Justice. And care was taken to warn my mother every time she dared present herself
before the tribunal. Nothing stopped her. One saw her every day in the session seated at the feet
of her father-in-law where her courageous presence deeply moved even the
executioner.Between each session, she used her evenings and afternoons to secretly solicit the
members of the revolutionary tribunal and the committees. What she had to endure in these
visits, the manner she was received by many of the men of the time, would require a long
account, but I am forced to curtail these details because I don’t know what occurred there. My
mother did not like to talk about this part of her life, so glorious and yet so sorrowful. To talk
about it was to relive it.She was accompanied in her duties by a friend of my father in the
costume of a man of the people, which was the courtly dress of the time. This friend, dressed as
a carmagnole without a necktie and with unpowdered hair cut à la Titus usually waited on the
landing or in the antechamber if there was one.At one of the final sessions of the tribunal, my
mother, with a look, caused the women in the gallery to weep, even though those shrews did not
pass for having tender hearts. They were called the furies of the guillotine and the knitters of
Robespierre. The signs of sympathy of these enraged women shown to the daughter-in-law of
Custine so irritated Fouquier-Tinville that, during the session, the public prosecutor secretly sent



ominous orders to the assassins on the perron.The accused was led back to her room. His
daughter-in-law, in leaving the tribunal, got ready to descend the steps of the Palace of Justice
alone and on foot to catch a fiacre that awaited her on an out-of-the-way street. No one dared
accompany her, at least openly, out of fear of making the danger worse. Timid and wild as a doe,
she had all her life an instinctive fear of crowds. You should know what the perron of the Palace
of Justice was like: imagine that long series of rather steep steps all filled with the compact
crowds of a populace mad with rage, gorged with blood, already too experienced and
accustomed to excuse its conscience about its execrable functions, not to shrink from one more
murder.My mother, trembling, stepped out on the top of the perron. Her eyes searched the place
where Madam de Lamballe had been slaughtered some months before. A friend of my father
had come to her to deliver a note in the tribunal to redouble her caution, but this warning only
increased the danger instead of removing it. My mother, more terrified, had less presence of
mind; she believed herself lost and this idea itself could have caused her to be. “If I stumble, if I
fall like Madam de Lamballe, it is all over for me,” she said to herself and the furious crowd
constantly blocked her passage. “It is Custine, the daughter-in-law of the traitor!” people cried
out on all sides. Every word was peppered with oaths and atrocious curses.How could she
descend and pass through this infernal troupe? Some of them with drawn sabers placed
themselves in front of her. Others, without a vest and with their shirtsleeves rolled up, got their
women out of the way, which was the sign preceding an execution. Danger grew: my mother said
to herself that at the slightest sign of weakness she would be thrown to the ground and that her
fall would be the signal for her death. She told me that she chewed her hands and tongue until
they bled in the hope of keeping herself from growing pale from suffering. Finally, in casting her
eyes around her, she perceived a very hideous woman of the market hall who advanced from
the middle of the crowd. This woman held a nursling in her arms. Impelled by the God of
mothers, the “daughter of the traitor” approached this mother (a mother is more than a woman)
and said to her, “What a pretty child you have there!” “Take it,” the mother, a woman of the
people, answered who understood with a word and a look, “You will return it to me at the bottom
of the perron.”The maternal electricity acted in the two hearts. They made the crowd also feel it.
My mother took the child, embraced it, and used it as an aegis against the dumbfounded
mob.The man of nature reassumed his rights over a man made brutal through social ills, and the
would-be barbarians were conquered by two mothers. My mother descended into the courtyard
of the Palace of Justice, passed through it, and set off to the square without being beaten or
even injured. She arrived at the grille, returned the infant to the woman who leant it to her, then in
an instant the two parted from each other without saying a single word to each other. The place
was not favorable for giving thanks or explanations: they did not confide their secret to each
other and never saw each other again. Their two souls of mothers would have to rediscover each
other in the otherworld.But the young woman miraculously saved could not save her father-in-
law. He died. To crown his life, the old warrior had the courage to die as a Christian: a letter from
him to his son attested to his humble sacrifice, the most difficult of all in a century of crime and



philosophic virtues: with the sincerity of a saint, he wrote to my father on the day before his
death, “I don’t know how I will behave in my last moments. It is necessary to be able to answer
for oneself beforehand.”And it is this sublime modesty that the blind refined wits of our age have
qualified as being pusillanimous. But what keeps them from boasting in advance only to fail this
promise if nature comes to betray their pride? What hinders them in this regard is love of the
truth, pushed to the point of forgetting self-esteem- this is a sentiment above the scope of petty
souls.General Custine in going to the scaffold kissed the crucifix which he only released in
stepping out of the fatal tumbril. This religious courage ennobled his death as much as military
courage ennobled his life. But he scandalized the Parisian Brutuses.In his letter, General Custine
entreated my father to rehabilitate his memory. With his naïve and sincere faith of a soldier, who
could imagine that the scaffold of a Robespierre could stain his renown? What is more touching
than this authority assumed over the executioner by the victim?The day before his death, my
grandfather saw for the last time his daughter-in-law. My mother, in arriving to see him, settled in
a nice room and not a dungeon. “I have been moved tonight,” he said, “to make room for the
queen because my initial cell was the worst in the prison.”A few years before, he lost one winter
500,000 francs in gambling with the queen at Versailles. At the time, Marie-Antoinette, brilliant
and envied, would have regarded as a visionary anyone who showed her the Conciergerie and
told her it would be her final lodging. My grandfather, who adored her like the entire court did,
could not think about the fate of the daughter of Maria Theresa without being deeply moved. He
would forget his own fate in seeing the reversal of fortune of this woman, so proud with the great,
so affable with her servants; and he could not be more astonished at the special nature of this
encounter at the foot of the scaffold.During the trial of General Custine, my father wrote and had
published a moderate but sincere defense of the political and military conduct of his father. This
defense, which he postered on all the walls of Paris could only draw upon the author the hatred
of Robespierre and the Mountain party, already irritated about him because of his connection
with the generous and reasonable men of that time. From this time, his fate was sealed. Not long
after the death of his father, he was sent to prison. At that time, the Terror was making rapid
progress in France. To be arrested was to be condemned. One was immediately judged without
further formalities.My mother was still free although her conduct during the trial of my father-in-
law had focused public attention on her, and she obtained permission to enter La Force prison
every day to see her husband. Learning that the death of my father had been decided on and
would take place very soon, she undertook every means possible to enable his escape:
beautiful as she was and, more than beautiful, charming, she succeeded in interesting the
daughter of the warden, Louise, in the fate of the young prisoner. However, it was only through
much money and promises that she decided on an escape plan which she drew up through
attentively examining the location.My father was not of a great stature: he was delicate, still had
enough youth and a rather nice face so that one could dress him as a woman without attracting
attention. Every time she left the prison, my mother, solely occupied with her project, descended
to the street accompanied by the daughter of the warden. The two women passed together



through the sentries, the guard corps, and the municipal guards. These men, accustomed to
seeing the daughter of the jailor escorting in the same way all the strangers who went into the
prison, relied on her to take care to close the door to the staircase after the friends of each
prisoner had departed. Since the death of her father-in-law, my mother was in full mourning. She
always wore a hat and a black veil, although this clothing was dangerous to caught wearing in
the street, for at this disastrous time one did not show signs of mourning with impunity. It was
agreed on that on a designated day my father would put on the clothing of his wife and that my
mother would dress like the daughter of the jailor, and while the real daughter of the jailor,
Louise, would descend another staircase, the prisoner and the fake Louise would exit together
through the usual door in the same manner the two women had done many times before. The
left a little before the hour that the lamps were lit to take advantage of the mist. It was at the
beginning of January. The real Louise, the daughter of the warden, was pretty and nearly as
blond and youthful as my mother was, whose chagrins she suffered at 22 years old had hardly
altered her beauty or health. It was agreed on that the jailor’s daughter in passing through the
detours known to her alone would arrive in the street at the same time as the prisoner and would
give him 30,000 gold francs which would be brought to the street by a male friend of my mother.
One in addition promised him a life annuity of 2000 francs which would be delivered to him at the
same time as a contract was signed.All things well calculated and arranged, the day for the
execution of the plan was designated. This day was chosen by Louise herself in light of the
mood and character of the municipal guard, all of whom she knew and among whom some
appeared to be less fearsome than others. The day fell on two days before my father was to be
led from the Conciergerie and from there to the tribunal, that is to say, to his death. This was in
the month of January, 1794.The day before this solemn day, they believed they would have a
rehearsal in my father’s cell where the dresses were to be tried on with minute care by each of
the two who were going to play their role in the scene of the following day.My mother returned
home full of hope. She was not to return to the prison until the following day around nightfall, only
an hour before leaving with my father.The political atrocities multiplied: on the day before the
escape attempt, the Convention decreed the death penalty against anyone who facilitated the
flight of a political prisoner. The law said that one would pursue with equal rigor the accomplices
and those concealing the crime. In short, you may have difficulty in believing that the decree
condemned to the same punishment all those who did not denounce the crime.The newspaper
in which this monstrous law was published was not one that was kept from prisoners. It was
intentionally placed before my father by the jailor of La Force prison, the father of Louise. This
took place the morning of the day chosen for the escape.In the afternoon, a little before the
agreed time, my mother arrived in the prison. She found Louise dissolved in tears at the foot of
the stairway. “What is wrong, my child?” my mother asked her. “Ah, madam!” Louise answered,
forgetting at the moment the obligatory intimate “tu”, “Come make up your mind. You alone can
save his life, since this morning I vainly tried to beg him to escape. He does not want to hear
anything more about our project.”My mother, fearing being spied upon, mounted the spiral



staircase without responding. Louise followed her. That good young woman, before entering the
room of the prisoner, held back my mother on the landing and said to her in a low voice, “He has
read the newspaper.” My mother guessed the rest: knowing the inflexible delicacy of heart of her
husband, she stopped before she opened the door, her knees failed under the weight of her
body, and she tottered as if she already saw him mount the scaffold. “Come with me, Louise,”
she said, “you will have more power than me to win him over, because he wants to sacrifice his
life in order to not endanger yours.” Louise entered my father’s room, the door closed, and a
scene commenced which you can imagine better than I can describe to you. Moreover, my
mother only had the strength to tell me this a single time, a long time ago, and then only in
shortening the details.“You don’t want to escape anymore,” my mother said in entering the cell.
“Your son will become an orphan, because I too will die.”“To sacrifice the life of this girl to save
my own- that is impossible.”“You won’t sacrifice hers. She will hide and escape with us.”“No one
can hide anymore in France, no one can leave this unhappy country any longer- what you are
asking of Louise is more than her duty.”“Sir, save yourself,” Louise said. “It has become my own
concern.”“Don’t you know the law decreed yesterday?” And he began to read it out loud when
Louise interrupted him.“I am aware of all that. But sir, once more- save yourself, I beg you: I ask
you on my knees (she threw herself at the feet of my father)- save yourself. I have placed my
happiness, my life, and my honor in our project. You promised to make my fortune, and you will
perhaps not be in a situation to keep your word. Well then! Sir, I want to save you for nothing. The
30,000 gold francs waiting for you down there in the streets will serve for all three of us. We will
hide, will emigrate, and I will work for you. I don’t ask anything of you, but let me do it.”“We will all
be captured and you will die.”“Well then! If I consent to it, what can you have to say to me about
it? It is true I will leave my country, my father, and my suitor for you. He is going to marry me but I
don’t love him. Moreover, if things turn out well, I will make his fortune with what you promised
me, is it not the case? If I don’t succeed, I will die with you but since I wanted it, what can you
have to say about it?”“You don’t know what you are saying, Louise. You will repent of it.”“That is
possible, but you will be saved.”“Never.”“What?” my mother resumed. “You are thinking of her, of
this noble Louise more than you wife or child. You don’t realize then that tomorrow I will be
forbidden to enter here and the day after tomorrow you will be transferred to the Conciergerie
(the Consiergerie meaning death.) After that, how do you expect me to go on living- your wife?
Louise’s life isn’t the only one you ought to save here.”Nothing could shake the stoic resolution of
the young prisoner: the two women on their knees, the suppliant wife, the furious mother, the
stranger devoted to him unto death- all was in vain. The martyr of humanity shut his heart to
egoism as well as to sensitivity. The sentiment of honor and duty spoke louder in his soul than
love of life or the love for a woman ravishing in beauty, courage, compassion, in her strength and
weakness, more than paternal love. All these motives were duties as well, but my father was
inflexible. So much youth, such a delicate body, such fine features and such a great soul… it
must have been a fine spectacle for heaven.The time accorded to my mother went by with her
vain entreaties. She had to be carried out of the prison. Louise, nearly as desperate, led her out



to the street where M. Guy de Chaumont-Quitry, our friend, awaited her with the 30,000 gold
francs.“All is lost,” my mother said to him. “he does not want to save himself.”“I was sure of that,”
M. de Quitry responded.These words, worthy of a friend and such a man, seemed to me as
noble as the conduct of my father.And all this remained unknown to anyone… This supernatural
virtue passed by unperceived at a time when the children of France overflowed with heroism as
they overflowed with intelligence fifty years previously.My mother only saw my father again a
single time at nine at night, two days after this scene. Through money, she obtained the
permission to say a final adieu to the condemned at the Conciergerie.This solemn interview was
troubled by a circumstance so strange that for a long time I hesitated to tell you about it. It will
appear to you to be invented in the tragicomic genre of Shakespeare, but it is true. In all genres,
reality goes beyond fiction: it will trouble you in your compassion, but it is not my fault: is there
not a contradiction in everything in nature?I have told you that my father was condemned and
that he was to undergo his sentence the following day. He was twenty-four years old. His wife,
Delphine de Sabran, was one of the most charming personalities of her time. The devotion she
showed several months previously for the general, her father-in-law, has assured her from that
time on a glorious place in the annals of the revolution where the heroics of women has often
compensated for the horrors that fanatics and ferocious men have instigated.My mother
approached my father calmly, embraced him silently, and sat down next to him for three hours.
During this time, not a word of reproach was expressed: death was present. The too generous
sentiment which perhaps brought about this catastrophe was confessed. The unhappy man had
need of all his strength to consummate his sacrifice. Few words were exchanged between the
condemned and his wife. My name alone was articulated several times and this name broke
their hearts. My father asked forgiveness and my mother did not speak further of me.In this
heroic time, death was a spectacle where the victim staked his honor in not flinching before the
executioner: my poor mother respected that the heart of my father- so young, handsome, soulful,
and previously so happy- had the need to conserve all his courage for the next day: this last test
of a noble character became the first duty even in the eyes of a woman naturally timid. So it is
true that the sublime is always within the scope of sincere souls. No woman was truer than my
mother and no person had more energy in such circumstances. Midnight approached: fearing
she would become ill, she was about to stand up to go home.The condemned man received her
in a hall that serve as the entrance to a number of rooms in the prison. This common hall was
rather large, low, and obscure. Both of them were seated at a table on which a candle burned.
One side of the hall had windows and behind the windows one could catch sight of the
guards.,All of a sudden, one heard a small door opening, up to then unperceived, and a man
came out with a darkened lantern in his hand. This man, bizarrely costumed, was a prisoner who
also had a visitor. He had for clothing a small housecoat or rather a kind of straightjacket a bit
long and bordered with swan’s down, even the name of which was ridiculous; white underpants,
stockings, and a big pointed cotton cap with a bow of ribbons of a fiery color completed his
outfit. He advanced in the hall slowly with small steps, gliding like the courtiers of Louis XV



without raising their feet when they crossed the gallery of Versailles.When this figure arrived by
the married couple, he regarded them for a minute without saying a word and then continued on
his path. It was then that they saw he was wearing rouge.The two young people contemplated
him in silence, surprised in the middle of their fierce despair. Not thinking that the rouge was
perhaps not worn to paint a withered visage but rather that was intended to keep a brave-
hearted man from turning pale before the scaffold, both of my parents released a burst of terrible
laughter- nervous electricity triumphed for a moment over the torment of their souls.The effort
that they made for a long time to hide their thoughts had irritated their brains’ fibers. They were
surprised without being able to stop the sentiment of ridicule, the only emotion they no doubt
were not prepared for. So, despite their efforts or rather because of their efforts to remain calm,
they abandoned themselves to disorderly laughter which soon degenerated into uncontrollable
spasms. As their experience in the revolution shed light on this phenomenon of sardonic
laughter, the guards may have pitied my mother more than the people of Paris pitied the
daughter of M. Berthier on another occasion four years before.These guards entered the hall
and carried off my mother in this nervous crisis that manifested itself in a fit of ever recurring
laughter, while my father remained there by himself abandoned to the same convulsions.Such
was the last interview of the two spouses and such were the early accounts that I was lulled by in
my cradle.My mother had commanded silence about this for me. But common people love to talk
about catastrophes they survived and domestics could only talk to me about the misfortunes of
my parents. I also will never forget the impression of terror that accompanied my first
appearance among men.My first feeling was fear. This fear of life is a sentiment that ought to be
shared with more or less energy by all men, for all will have their measure of suffering to endure
in this world. This is without doubt the sentiment that made me understand the christian religion
before it was taught me: I felt in growing up that I had fallen into a place of exile.Restored to
himself, my father spent the rest of the night recovering from his crisis. Towards morning, he
wrote his wife a letter admirable in its sang-froid and courage. It had been published it in her
memoirs of the times along with the letter of my grandfather to his son, who died for wanting to
defend his father, for not wanting to remain at the court of Prussia as an émigré, and for not
wanting to escape prison risking the life of an unknown woman.M. Girard, his old tutor, remained
tenderly attached to his pupil whom he glorified. Retired to Orleans during the Terror, he learned
of the death of my father in reading the newspaper: this unexpected news caused him such a
seizure that he died instantaneously from a fit of apoplexy.If even enemies of my father did not
speak of him with involuntary respect, how many of his friends ought to cherish his memory? He
had a simplicity of manner that explains the interest that his merit has inspired. His unaffected
modesty and the sweetness of his language caused his superiority to be pardoned at a time
when the demons of envy reigned uncontrolled in the world. He no doubt thought more than
once on his last night about the prophecies of his friends in Berlin, but I don’t think he repented
the choice that he made: he was at a time of his life, however full of hope it might have been, that
seemed to be of little value in comparison to a testimony of a pure conscience. One can’t



despair of a country as long as men are found in whose hearts devotion speaks louder than all
other affections.THIRD LETTERto M. ***The subsequent life of my mother. – Her isolation on all
sides. – She wanted to emigrate. -Her arrest. – Papers poorly concealed. – Her house pillaged. –
Her imprudence at the grave of Marat. – Devotees to the new saint. – My mother’s life in prison. –
Madams de Lameth, d’Aiguillon, and de Beauharnais, later the Empress Josephine. – Character
of these young women. – Portrait of my mother. – Anecdote to add to the memoirs of the time. –
An aristocratic Punchinelle. – A woman of the people imprisoned among the great ladies. – Her
character. – She is guillotined with her husband. – The party behind prison bars. -The decadi
(tenth day according to French Revolutionary calendar) in prison. – Domiciliary visits. –
Dugazon’s joke. – Interrogation. – The hunchbacked shoemaker president of the group –
Character traits. -The shoe of English leather. -The master mason Jerome. – Terrible means of
survival. – The fatal cardboard box. – The 9th of Thermidore. -The end of the Terror. -Subtleties
of some historians about the character of Robespierre. – The prisons after his fall. – Nanette’s
petition with an added commentary by some workers. – Legendre’s office. – Liberation. -Return
of my mother to her house. – Poverty. – Delicate traits of the master mason Jerome. – Good
sense of that man. – His death. – Voyage of my mother to Switzerland. – Her interview with
Madam de Sabran, her mother. – The romance lyric of the “Rose Tree” received in prison. –
Judgment of Lavater on the character of my mother. – Manner in which she passed her life
during the Empire. – Her friends and her second voyage to Switzerland in 1811. – Her death in
1826 at 56 years old.Berlin, June 28, 1839Since I have begun to give you an account of the
misfortunes of my family, I want to complete the story today. It seems to me that this episode of
the revolution told by the son of two persons who played a principal role should be of interest to
you, independent of your friendship with me.My mother had lost everything that attached her to
her country. She didn’t have any other duty than to save her life and to protect the life of her only
child.Besides, she had more to suffer in France than other proscribed persons.Our name,
stained by liberalism, seemed odious to aristocrats of the time as it was to the Jacobins. The
exclusive and passionate partisans of the ancien regime could not forgive my parents for the
position they took at the beginning of the revolution, no more than the men of the Terror could
forgive them for their moderate patriotism. At this time in France, a man of property could die on
the scaffold without being pitied or regretted by anyone.The Girondin party, who were the
doctrinaires of the period, would have defended my father, but he was annihilated or died at
least because of the triumph of Robespierre.My mother found herself more isolated than other
victims of the Jacobins. Having devotedly adopted the opinions of her husband, she decided to
abandon the society in which she had spent her life, and she did not find another one. What
remained of that former world, of the world that has since been called the faubourg Saint-
Germain, was not disarmed by our misfortunes, and little was lacking for pure aristocrats to
emerge from their hiding-places to join in the chorus of the Marseillais while the condemnation
of the traitor Custine was cried out in the crossroads.The party of prudent reformers, of our
countrymen, men to whom love of France was independent of the form of government adopted



by the people, was not yet represented among us. My father came to die a martyr to the hopes
of our nation that hadn’t yet been born, and my mother at 22 years of age endured the fatal
consequences of the virtue of her husband, a virtue too sublime to be appreciated by men who
could not understand her motives for it. The energetic moderation of my father was
misunderstood by his contemporaries, and his insulted glory pursued afterwards his wife to the
depths of her grave. My poor mother, responsible for a name that represented impartiality in the
midst of a world full of passion, saw herself abandoned by all in her misfortune. Others had the
consolation of complaining together, while my mother remained alone with her tears.Some days
after the last catastrophe that made her a widow, she felt that she had to depart, but one could
not leave France without a passport, which could only be obtained with great difficulty. To
remove herself from Paris was to expose herself to suspicion, and an even greater danger was
to cross the frontier.Nevertheless, with much money, my mother succeeded in procuring a false
passport. She had to leave France through Belgium under the name of a woman lace-merchant,
while my nurse from Lorraine I spoke to you about had to leave through Alsace to meet up with
my mother in Germany. Nanette Malriat, born at Niderviller at my grandfather’s home spoke
German better than French. She could pass as a peasant of Vosges traveling with her infant. The
place for a rendezvous was designated to me at Pyrmont in Westphalia. From there we were to
go to Berlin where my mother planned on joining her mother and brother.This plan was only
confided to the nurse. My mother mistrusted her servants; moreover, in regard to them, she
wanted to say openly that they did not know about her flight. In seeking to save her life, she had
not neglected to take care for their safety.To remove all suspicion of complicity, it was agreed she
would go out alone and on foot from her home, disguised as a woman worker, and that my nurse
would leave a half-hour before carrying me in her arms hidden under her short cape. They
attached to the balcony of the salon a rope ladder that could support my mother’s descent to the
street at night through a window, unknown to the servants in the house. We lodged on the first
story on the Rue Bourbon. For several days, we had several objects of prime necessity sent
ahead from her home to comprise a little travel pack for my mother. These objects were stored in
a friend’s home who was to deliver them to my mother outside the city gate at a designated
hour.Everything was ready, and Nanette departed with me to go to the office of public vehicles in
Strasbourg, and my mother got ready to leave to take the relamail coach on the road to
Flanders.At the last moment, my mother was alone in a small room in the rear of her apartment.
The doors of the bedroom and the drawing rooms remained open. She was busy putting her
papers in order which she sorted out with religious care, intending to burn only those which
would compromise her relatives or friends of emigrés remaining in Paris. These letters were for
the most part letters from her mother, her brother, and receipts for money sent to officers of the
army of Condé or from other emigrés, commissions given in secret by persons in the provinces
who were suspected to be aristocrats, and requests for help addressed by poor relatives and
friends who had left France. Summing it up, in the cardboard box and the drawers she was busy
emptying there was enough to cause her to be guillotined within twenty-four hours, and fifty



persons along with her.Seated on a grand sofa near the fireplace, she began to burn the more
dangerous letters and selectively place in the box those she believed she could leave behind
without impropriety in the hope of finding them again one day, so great was her repugnance in
destroying what she received from her friends or relatives.All of a sudden, she heard the front
door of her apartment open, the one that opened to the dining room in the salon. Enlightened by
one of those presentiments that never failed her in moments of danger, she said to herself, “I
have been denounced and someone has come to arrest me.” Without deliberating more and
feeling it was too late to burn the masses of dangerous papers she was surrounded by, she
picked them up from the table, the sofa, and the cardboard box and took armfuls of them which
she quickly threw with the money box under the sofa whose feet, luckily high enough, were
draped with a dust-cover that hung over onto the floor.Having completed this work with the
rapidity of fear, my mother stood up and received with the calmest air the persons she saw enter
the cabinet.These men were in fact members of the Committee of Public Safety and people of
the department who had come to arrest her.These figures, as ridiculous as they were atrocious,
surrounded her in an instant. Sabers and rifles glittered around her. She only thought about her
papers which she succeeded in pushing under the sofa with her feet before which she remained
standing.“You are under arrest,” the president of the department said.She kept silent.“You are
under arrest because someone denounced you as an emigré by intent.”“That is true,” my mother
said in already seeing her document-wallet and passport in the hands of the president of the
group, which had been seized in her pocket, because the first concern of the agents of the
municipality was to search her person. “It is true. I wanted to flee.”At this moment, my mother
perceived that her servants had followed the members of the section and of the committee into
the room.A glance sufficed for her to surmise that she had been denounced. The physiognomy
of her chambermaid betrayed a troubled conscience. “I pity you,” my mother said in approaching
this girl. The girl began to weep and answered sobbing in a low voice, “Forgive me, madam, I
was afraid.”“If you had spied on me better,” my mother replied to her, “you would have realized
you were not running any risk.”“What prison do you want us to take you?” one of the members of
the committee asked her. “You are free… to choose.”“It does not matter.”“Then come along.” But
before leaving, they searched further. They opened cupboards, furniture, and writing-desks. The
bedroom was turned upside down but no one thought of looking under the sofa. The papers
remained intact. My mother kept from turning her eyes in the direction where she had hidden
them so precipitously and poorly. Finally she left and climbed into the fiacre with three armed
men who took her by way of Rue Vaugirard to Carmes, the convent converted to a prison where
the infamous walls still stands stained by the blood of the victims massacred on September 2,
1792.However, the friend who was waiting for her at the city gate, seeing that the hour of
departure had passed, did not doubt for a moment that my mother had been arrested and,
leaving one of his brothers at the designated place he ran come what may without hesitation to
the office of the mail coach in order to stop Nanette from leaving with me to Strasbourg. He
arrived there in time. I was then taken home, but my mother was no longer there. Seals had



already been placed on her apartment. Only the kitchen was left open where my nurse made her
bed by my cradle.In a half-hour, all the domestics were forced to decamp, where they however
found time to pillage the linen and silverware. The house was deserted and devoid of furniture.
One might have said there was an incendiary: it was a thunderbolt.Friends, relations, servants-
all had fled. A rifleman guarded the door to the street. As soon as the next day, a civic guard
replaced the old door-keeper: this guard was the shoemaker on the corner who at the same time
held the title of my tutor. In our devastated hovel, Nanette took care of me as if I were a great
lord: she protected me for eight months with maternal fidelity.She did not possess any objects of
value. When the little money she had brought for the voyage was exhausted, she nourished me
with the proceeds from her personal effects which she sold one by one, all while saying to
herself that no one could pay the price to her for what she spent on me, which was pricelessIf
my mother died, Nanette’s plan was to take me to her region and have me brought up and
nourished by the little peasants of her family. I was then two years old. I fell mortally ill from a
malignant fever. Nanette found a way to have me taken care of by three of the leading doctors in
Paris- Portal, Gastadi, and I forget the name of the surgeon. No doubt these men were
influenced by the reputation of my father and grandfather but they would have come to our hovel
even for an unknown child, for the disinterest and zeal of French doctors is a tried and proven
fact. The devotion of my nurse was even more astonishing: doctors are human by profession,
with them science assists virtue. But my nurse was noble and generous despite her poverty and
lack of culture: it was sublime with her. Poor Nanette! She had much energy. All the same, the
force of her reason was not in proportion to the power of her sentiment. She was a beautiful soul,
a noble heart: she was not a grand character. But what fidelity!... And the reverses of my family
only made her self-sacrifice and courage all the more brilliantShe carried her fearlessness
blindly forward; during the trial of my grandfather, the public criers went through the markets
shouting atrocious insults against the traitor Custine. When my nurse heard them pass by, she
stopped them in the middle of the crowd and argued with them, defending her master against
the populace and calling for the arrests of the revolutionary tribunal all the way to the square of
the Revolution.“What are you saying, what do you dare write against General Custine?” she
cried out without regard to the dangers she was exposing herself to. “All this is false. I was born
at his residence and I know him better than you, for he brought me up. He is my master and he is
better than all of you, do you hear me? If he had wanted to, he could have arrested your sow of a
revolution with his army and you now would be licking his boots instead of insulting him, cowards
that you are.”With such discourses and others enlightened with good sense, equally impudent,
she may have thought to have herself slaughtered in the middle of the streets of Paris by the
harpies of the revolution.One day, it was not long after the death of Marat, she passed by with
me, carrying me in her arms, in the middle of the square of the Carrousel. Through a confusion
of ideas that characterized this epoch of vertigo, a revolutionary altar had been erected in honor
of the martyr for atheism and inhumanity. At the bottom of this kind of burning chapel was place
the heart if not the body of Marat. One could see women kneeling in the newly sanctified place



and there praying to God knows what god, to then stand up and meditatively make the sign of
the cross and give a blessing to the new saint. All these contradictory acts energetically depicted
the disorder of souls and objects at that time. Exasperated by this spectacle, Nanette forgot I
was in her arms and spoke rudely to a devotee of this new sect, heaping insults on her. The
pious Fury answered by crying out sacrilege. From words it came to blows. The crowd
surrounded the two enemies. Nanette was the younger and stronger but, troubled by the fear of
injuring me, she had the worst of it and fell to the ground with me, losing her hat. Nanette stood
up disheveled, however ever holding me pressed to her bosom. From all sides, outcries of death
threatened her. “Aristocrats to the gallows!” She was dragged by the hair to the streetlamp of
Rue Nicaise as it was then called. A woman snatched me from the arms of the unhappy Nanette
when a man who appeared to be more furious than the others, split apart the crowd and in an
instant separated the implacable fanatics from their victim. Seeming to pick something off the
ground, he said in Nanette’s ear, “You are foolish, you are mad, listen to me or you are lost.
Escape, do not fear for the child for I will carry it far from her. But fake being crazy or you will die.”
Then Nanette began to sing and make all sorts of grimaces. “She is a madwoman!” the man
protecting her said and other voices instantly answered, “She is mad, she is mad, you can
plainly see. Let her pass through.” Profiting from this means of escape he afforded, Nanette got
away running and dancing, crossing Pont Royal, stopping at the entrance to Rue du Bac, and
there she felt herself ill in receiving me again from the arms of her liberator.Nanette, thanks to
this lesson, became wiser in her attachment to me. But my mother did not cease to fear her
audacity and fits of forthrightness.After her entrance into prison, my mother experienced a
sentiment of consolation. There at least she was not alone. She also formed immediately
intimate friendships with some distinguished women whose opinions agreed with those of my
father and grandfather. They became acquainted spontaneously with a person whom they had
been interested in for a long time and gave proof of touching sympathy for her founded on great
admiration. She spoke to me of Madam Charles de Lameth; Mlle. Picot, a person of an amiable
and even cheerful spirit despite the rigors of the time; of Madam Aiguillon, the last of the name
Navailles, the daughter-in-law of the duke of Aiguillon, the friend of Madam Dubarry, who was as
beautiful as an antique medallion; and, finally, Madam de Beauharnais who afterwards became
the Empress Josephine. My mother and the latter were lodged in the same cell and they
reciprocally performed the services of a chambermaid for each other.These women, so young
and beautiful, possessed virtue and pride in their misfortune. My mother told me that she kept
herself from sleeping, so much she felt she did not possess the strength to sacrifice her life
because, she said, she feared she would show signs of weakness if someone came during the
night to wake her with a start to take her to the Conciergerie, that is to say, to her death.Madams
d’Aiguillon and de Lameth had much energy, but Madam de Beauharnais showed much
discouragement which made her companions in misfortune blush. With the carelessness of a
Creole, she was excessively faint-hearted. Others knew how to resign themselves while she
always kept up her hopes. She passed her time in secret fortune-telling and in weeping in front



of everyone to the great scandal of her companions. But she was naturally graceful, and does
not grace serve to let us pass despite all that we lack? Her firm manners and her speech
especially had a particular charm: but it must be said that she was neither magnanimous or
sincere: the other prisoners complained they deplored her lack of courage. For all the victims
there were of the Republic, and she remained republican in character: I am speaking of madams
de Lameth and d’Aiguillon. My mother was only a woman but with such greatness of soul that
each sacrifice was for her an example which gave her a kind of noble exultation and raised
everything from the start to the level of actions inspired even by sentiments she did not
share.There must have been unique factors in history to form a woman like my mother. One will
neveragain find the mélange of grandeur of soul and sociability she conveyed through the
elegance and good taste of the conversations that was heard in the salon of her mother, or that
of Madam de Polignac, and through the supernatural virtues acquired on the steps of the
scaffold of Robespierre. All the charm of the French spirit of the good times, all the sublimity of
our ancient character were found in my mother, who had the physiognomy and the color of the
blond heads of Greuze with a Greek profile.When they had to eat in the mess on tables with
more than thirty prisoners of all ranks, my mother, who by her nature was the most squeamish
person in the world, did not perceive this aggravation of pain introduced in the prison regime
during the era of the Great Terror. Physical evils did not affect her. I never saw her chagrins. Her
illnesses were only effects, and the cause came from her soul.Much has been written about the
peculiarity of prison life during this era. If my mother left behind memoirs, they would have
revealed to the public a number of details yet unknown. In the Carmes prison, men were
separated from women. Forty women had their beds in the ancient convent; among these
women was a very elderly English woman, mute and nearly blind. No one was able to
understand why she was there. She asked everyone why. The executioner answered this last
question.I have read in memoirs of the times that death seemed to be an old woman dragged
from the provinces to Paris. The ferocity hardly varied in its effects any more than in its causes.
The struggle between good and evil sustained the interest in the drama of life; but when the
triumph of crime is certain, the monotony overwhelms existence and ennui opens the gates of
hell. Dante depicted to us in one of his circles of the damned the state of lost souls whose
bodies were moved by demons who possessed their souls and made them appear to be still as
if alive on earth. This is at the same time the most energetic and philosophic emblem that has
ever been imagined which shows the results of crime and the triumph of evil principals in the
heart of man.In the same room was the wife of a farce player who operated a marionette theater.
Both had been sent there, it was said, because their punchinelle was too aristocratic and made
fun of Pere Duchesne in the open streets.The wife of the marionette player possessed extreme
veneration for the fallen grandeur of the prisoners and, thanks to this respect, the nobles found
behind bars the kind of regard that surrounded them when they were in their rightful houses.This
woman of the people served them for the sole pleasure of being kind to them: she cleaned their
rooms and made their beds. She freely rendered all sorts of services for them and only



approached their persons with signs of the profoundest respect to the point that the prisoners,
having already forgot being accustomed to this former politeness, believed for a time that that
she was mocking them. But the poor woman perished with her husband and, in taking leave of
her illustrious companions whom she believed she was preceding by a few days on the scaffold,
she did not forget for an instant to use all the forms of obsolete obedience that she formerly
would have used to ask a favor from them. To hear her talk with so much ceremony, one might
have believed oneself in a feudal château in the home of a lady of the manor infatuated with the
etiquette of the court. At this time, it was only in prison that a French citizen could be permitted
such audacious humility. The unfortunate person did not fear being arrested there. There was
something touching in the contrast that the language of this woman, however common, made
with the tone and the words of the jailers who believed they could relieve themselves through
brutalities. The prisoners met at certain hours in a kind of garden. Everyone promenaded there
together and the men played the game of “prisoner’s base”.It was usually during these moments
of recreation that the revolutionary tribunal sent out to apprehend its victims. If the one who was
thus summoned was a man and if he was at a game, he gave a simple farewell to his friends and
the game continued. If it was a woman, she said farewell in the same way and her departure did
not further trouble the diversions of the men and women who survived. The prison was a
miniature world and Robespierre was its god. Nothing more resembled hell that this caricature of
the works of providence.The same sword was suspended over everyone’s head and a man
spared for once did not think he would survive more than one day the man he saw depart before
him. Moreover, in this era of delirium, the morals of the oppressed appeared as unnatural as
those of their oppressors.It was in this manner that after five months of prison, my mother saw M.
de Beauharnais depart for the scaffold. In passing before her, he gave her an Arab talisman set
in a ring. She always kept it and now I wear it.One did not count in weeks but time was divided
into dozens, and the tenth day was called the decadi, corresponding to our Sunday because no
one worked or was guillotined on that day. So, when the prisoners arrived on nonidi (the ninth)
evening, they were assured of twenty-four hours of existence. It was a century: one made a
festival out of it in the prison.Such was the life of my mother after the death of her husband. This
life continued for the last six months of the Terror. The daughter-in-law of a condemned man, the
wife of another condemned, celebrated for her courage and bravery, was arrested because of an
attempt at emigration which she herself disdained to justify since she was caught in travelling
clothes and because a false passport had been seized in her pocket: it was a kind of miracle that
she avoided the scaffold for so long.Many particular circumstances were factors in her being
saved. During the first fifteen days of her detention, she was taken back to her home three times.
The seals were removed and her papers were inspected in her presence. Through a seemingly
providential will, none of the spies responsible for making minute searches thought of looking
under the big sofa underneath which she had thrown helter-skelter her important papers by the
armful at the moment of her arrest. She had not dared to order anyone to remove them from their
hiding-place. Besides, every time she was taken back to the prison, the seals were reposted



before her eyes on all the doors of her apartment. God thus willed that the sofa was forgotten
while in the same small room before her eyes the middle of a writing-desk was broken open in
ransacking the place. And, in abandoning themselves to the most ridiculous searches in the
spirit of the times, they lifted up everything except the place where the papers were on the
floor.This recalls the joke of the actor Dugazon. You no doubt don’t know him, because what do
people today know about the era of our misfortunes? They are too busy to have the time to
recollect what their fathers did.Dugazon, the actor, was in the national guard. One day, in
patrolling La Halle, he stopped in front of an apple seller: “Open up your apples!” he said to the
woman. “Why do that?” “Open up your apples!” “What do you want with my apples?” “I want to
see that you haven’t hidden cannons in them.”Despite the Jacobinism that considered this the
civic virtue of Dugazon, a public epigram at that time was dangerous.Can you imagine the
beating of my mother’s heart every time the men came close to where she hid her dreaded
papers? She often repeated to me during all the domiciliary inspections she was forced to
witness that she dared not turn her regard a single time towards the fatal sofa and at the same
time she feared that she was turning her eyes away from it in an affected way. This was not the
only sign of protection that God showed her in her misfortunes. As she did not perish then, an
invisible power turned aside the intelligence of men, which could have doomed her.Twelve
members of the department assisted in these searches. Seated around the table in the middle of
the parlor, they always ended their long and detailed inspection by an interrogation they made
the prisoner undergo. The first time, this kind of revolutionary jury was presided over by a little
hunchback, a shoemaker by trade who was as malicious as he was ugly. The man found in a
corner a shoe which he asserted was made of English leather. This accusation was serious. My
mother at first maintained that it was not English leather. The shoemaker president insisted it
was.“It is possible,” my mother said finally, “You ought to know better than I. All that I can tell you
is that I have never been to England. If the shoe is English, it cannot be mine.”They tried it on her.
It fit her foot. “Who is your shoemaker,” the president asked. My mother gave his name: he was a
shoemaker in fashion at the beginning of the revolution. At that time, he worked for all the young
women at the court.“A bad patriot,” the jealous hunchbacked president responded.“But a good
shoemaker,” my mother said.“We wanted to send him to prison,” the president replied bitterly,
“but he went into hiding, because you aristocrats, his bad conscience, warned him in time. Do
you know where he is now?”“No,” my mother answered. “Besides, if I knew, I would not tell
you.”Her courageous answers that contrasted with her timid air, the irony of her thoughts that
despite herself penetrated the obliging moderation of her words, the kind of involuntary teasing
which the scene, burlesque and tragic, provoked from her, her ravishing beauty, the finesse of
her features, her perfect profile, her mourning dress, her youth, the brilliance of her complexion,
the magic of her blond golden hair, the particular expression of her regard, her physiognomy at
once passionate and melancholic, resigned and insubordinate, her noble air despite herself, her
elegant manners, and her ability to make men blush, embarrassed in their natural and affected
crudity, her modest pride, her already nation-wide renown, the authority of misfortune, the



incomparable accent of her silvery voice, her voice at once touching and sonorous, her manner
of pronouncing French so clearly and yet so sweetly, the gift of popularity she possessed to a
high degree without an nuance of cowardly compliance, the instinct of a woman, and finally the
constant desire to please which always succeeds because it comes from within, which had a
natural consequence that all of the men became favorable towards her except the little
hunchback: this obstinate rancor of a creature disgraced by nature appeared to me to be an
insight cast by nature upon the human heart.My mother had a remarkable talent for painting and
she especially possessed the gift of resemblance and a feeling for the picturesque. In moments
of silence, she set about sketching the persons around her and, with a few strokes, she made a
charming drawing of the terrible tableau she was the principal figure of. I saw this drawing
preserved for a long time at our home. It was lost in one of our moves.A master mason named
Jerome, one of the most ardent Jacobins of the time, who was a member of the all-powerful
committee of our department, was present at the time. He took the drawing from her and passed
it around hand to hand. Everyone recognized themselves and all amused themselves at the
expense of the president, whom one saw mounted on a chair to make himself taller showing to
everyone’s eyes the accusing shoe with a grotesquely triumphant air. His hunchback
dissimulated with an affected indulgence did not appear in the drawing to render homage to the
truth of the matter.This moderation on the part of the painter who was also his victim had more of
an effect on the assembly than a caricature would have. I note this last trait because it appears
to essentially characterize the delicacy of the French spirit during that time in whatever class one
may observe. These men were brought up in the ancient regime, the era of French elegance par
excellence. Their grandchildren may have more reason but less taste and finesse.“Look!” the
terrible judges cried our unanimously. “Look, regard how flattering your portrait as president is.
She has made a beau out of you, by my faith!”And universal laughter succeeded in exasperating
the shoemaker, deformed but all-powerful since he was presiding over the inquiry into the crime
imputed to the accused. His rage could have been fatal to my mother. Yet it was this impudence
that saved her life that day.The sketch that was taken from her was combined with the pieces
that were to serve in her trial, which were returned to her later. Jerome, the master mason, who
affected the greatest anger against my mother, to whom he never addressed a word without
combining it without a terrible oath- this Jerome, as ferocious as he was, was young and, struck
by admiration in seeing what distinguished her from other women, had no other thought than to
save her from the guillotine without her knowledge. He could do it and did do it: here is
how.Jerome had free access to the office of Fouquier-Tinville, the public prosecutor. There the
papers were piled up where was found the name of every person detained and locked up in the
prisons of Paris. These papers were placed in a cardboard box where they were stacked up one
by one by Fouquier-Tinville, who employed them in their position and not selectively to fill the
quota for executions for the day, that is to say, for thirty, forty, or even sixty or eighty public
murders. These executions were at the time the principal diversion of the people of Paris. The
number of pages enrolled daily from the different postings were collected from all the prisons in



the city. Jerome knew where the fatal cardboard box was and for six months he did not miss a
single opportunity to enter the office in the evening at a moment he was sure of not being
observed to make sure that the page on which the name of my mother was written was placed at
the bottom of the box. When new pages were placed in the same box and when the public
prosecutor by distributive justice put them under the old ones in order that each name would
come up in turn, Jerome leafed through the infernal file until he found the name of my mother
where he put the page on which her name was written under all the other papers. To remove it
entirely appeared too dangerous for him. One knew that Fouquier-Tinville did not bother to verify
the names but counted the number of pages and Jerome, accused and convicted of removing
any, would have on the same day mounted the scaffold; to change the order of the papers was a
crime no doubt, but it was a less serious one and not easy to prove. Moreover, I am not
elaborating on this, for I must tell you that I have often heard in my childhood Jerome himself talk
about this. He told me that, in the night after everyone went to bed, he sometimes returned to the
office out of fear that someone at the end of the work day had come like him and changed the
order of the papers, and it was uniquely on this order that my mother’s life depended. In fact, he
once found her name to be first. Jerome shuddered and put it beneath the other papers.Neither
myself nor any of the persons who listened to this terrible account dared ask Jerome the names
of the victims he advanced to the gallows in favor of my mother. You understand very well that
she only knew about the ruse that saved her life after she left prison.At the moment that the 9th
of Thermidor arrived, the prisons in emptying were nearly vacant and there only remained three
pages in the cardboard box of Fouquier-Tinville: the one of my mother’s was always the last,
which would not have kept her from perishing for there wouldn’t be any others. The spectacle of
the Place de la Revolution began to tire its public and the project of Robespierre and his intimate
counselors was to order a general massacre in the interior of the prisons to put an end to the
friends of the ancient regime.My mother, so strong in the face of the scaffold, often said that she
felt she possessed no courage in face of the idea of seeing herself pursued and wounded by
these murderers before having her throat cut.During the last weeks of the Terror, the old turnkeys
of Carmes prison were replaced by more ferocious men who were intended to take part in the
secret executions. They did not disguise from the victims the plans made against them. The
prison regime became more severe and no one outside could see the detained. One dared not
send them anything. Finally, access to the courtyards and gardens was forbidden them because
it was believed they would dig tunnels there, or at least that is what they were told. Every distant
noise, every murmur from the city appeared to them to be a signal for carnage and every night
appeared to be their last.These agonies ceased on the same day as the fall of Robespierre.If
one reflected on this circumstance, one would have difficulty in not rejecting the supposition of
some minds who, to refine the history of the Terror, asserted that Robespierre fell because he
was better than his adversaries.It is true that his accomplices became his enemies only because
they feared for themselves. Their principal merit was being afraid in time but, in saving
themselves, they saved France which would have become a den of wild beasts if the plans of



Robespierre were carried out. The revolution of the 9th of Thermidor was a conspiracy of a den
of thieves, a revolt of bandits- agreed. But did the chief of the brigands become an honest man
in succumbing to the blows of his troupe plotting against him? If there was enough misfortune to
justify the crime, where would there be a place for conscience? Justice perishes under a false
generosity, a dangerous sentiment, because it seduces beautiful souls and makes them forget
that a man of substance should prefer justice and truth beyond all else.It was said the
Robespierre was not ferocious by temperament- but what does it matter? Robespierre was envy
become omnipotent. This envy, nourished by the merited humiliations that this man had suffered
in the old society, made him conceive a vengeance so atrocious that the baseness of his soul
and the hardness of his heart hardly suffices in making us understand how he could realize it. To
submit a nation to mathematical operations, to apply algebra to political passions, to write in
blood, and to count with decapitated heads- that is what France had let Robespierre do. France
has been all the worse today perhaps because she has listened to distinguished minds that
strive to justify the actions of such a man. He did not steal… but the tiger does not always kill in
order to eat.Robespierre was not ferocious, you say. He did not take pleasure in seeing blood
spilled: but he did spill it and the result was the same. So invent if you wish a word for political
assassinations by calculation; but let his monstrous virtues be stigmatized by history. To excuse
assassination by what makes it more odious, by sang-froid and through the schemes of the
assassin to contribute to one of the greatest evils of our era is a perversion of human judgment.
The men of today in their arrests dictated by a false sensibility annulled a sense of good and evil
through their impartiality. To better arrange the world, they abolished heaven and hell at a single
stroke. It has come to a point that our generation only recognizes a single crime: indignation
about crime… and only a single respectable thing, i.e. an opinion one doesn’t share. To have an
opinion has become unjust and henceforth one has become incapable of understanding others.
To understand everything and everyone: such is the pretension that is in style.These are the
sophisms that the so-called softening of our morals has led us to, a softening that is only a grand
moral indifference, a profound religious incredulity, and an ever-growing sensual greed. The
world has already gone further than that.Two days after the 9th of Thermidor, most of the prisons
in Paris were empty.Madam de Beauharnais, associated with Talien, left the prison in triumph;
Madams d’Aiguillon and de Lameth did not perish but were promptly freed. My mother, forgotten
in Carmes, remained nearly along in that prison which was no longer glorious. She saw her
noble companions in misfortune make way for terrorists who, after the sudden change in politics,
came every day to be locked up in place of their victims. The jacobins under the pretext of
punishing the tyrants had instructed France in tyranny and were struck by their own weapons. All
the relatives and friends of my mother were dispersed and no one was concerned about her.
Jerome, proscribed in turn as a friend of Robespierre, had to hide and could no longer protect
her.Two mortal months passed more in desolate abandonment than in danger. She repeated
many times to me this time of ordeal was the most difficult to endure. The struggle of the parties
continued. The government could from day to day have fallen into the hands of the jacobins



again. Without the courage of Boissy-d’Anglas, the murder of Feraud would have been the signal
for a second Terror worse than the first: my mother knew all this because in prison one never
ignores what is disturbing. Every day she demanded that she see me because I was dying. My
nurse answered that I was sick. My mother wept and became disheartened.Finally, Nanette,
after saving my life through her care, began to be seriously concerned about my mother. Seeing
that no one was doing anything for her, my nurse went to the home of Dyle, a porcelain
merchant, to have him come to an understanding with fifty workers of our nation there who then
were found in the workshops of that rich manufacturer on the boulevard of the Temple. These
workers had been employed by a manufacturer of porcelain established by my grandmother at
Niderviller at the foot of the Vosges. This factory, established with much magnificence, had for a
long time served as a livelihood for a great number of persons. When it was confiscated along
with other properties of General Custine, work ceased. Those workers who thought they would
be able to earn a living in Paris came to seek work at Dyle’s, who employed them all. Among
them was Malriat, Nanette’s father.It was these men, then mounted to the most powerful ranks,
whom she asked to take an interest in the fate of their former mistress. Since the revolution, they
had heard enough said about her. Besides, her memory still lived in all their hearts.They
enthusiastically signed a petition dictated by Nanette who spoke and wrote the French of
German Lorraine, and she herself carried this request drawn up with an added note to
Legendre, an old butcher. That man then presided over the office where all the demands
addressed to the commune of Paris in favor of the detained were submitted.Nanette’s petition
was received like the others and thrown in a corner on an open shelf where hundreds of similar
petitions were found. It remained there a certain time: on how little did the fate of people depend
during this era!One evening, three young men attached to Legendre, one of whom was called
Rossigneux while I have forgotten the names of the others, entered without a light into the office
somewhat heated by wine. They began climbing on tables, fighting in a joking way, and in short
committing a thousand follies. In their disorder, they shook the shelves of the cabinet and a
paper fell to the floor. One of the brawlers picked it up.“What did you find there?” the others
asked.“No doubt it is a petition,” Rossigneux answered.“Yes, but what is the name of the
prisoner?”Someone was called. A light was asked for. In the interim, the three scatter-brains
vowed they would sign for the liberty of the person designated on the petition, whoever it was,
and to have it signed that evening by Legendre when he returned, and then to immediately
declare to the detained person her freedom.“I swear it, even if it means the freedom of the prince
of Condé,” Rossigneux said.“I believe in fact that he is not a prisoner,” the other two answered at
the same time, laughing.The petition was read. It was for my mother dictated by Nanette with an
added note from the workers of Niderviller.The scene you have just read was told to my mother
much later in detail.“What luck!” the young men shouted. “The beautiful Custine, a second
Roland! We will bring her out of prison, the three of us!”Legendre returned, had some wine like
the others at one in the morning. The setting free of my mother offered by the three scatter-
brains was signed by a drunk. And at three in the morning, the young men, authorized to have



the prison opened, knocked at the door of my mother’s room in Carmes. She was living there
alone by herself.She did not want to open the door nor leave the building. The young men
insisted in vain and told her briefly but as eloquently as possible what had transpired, but she
was afraid of climbing into a fiacre in the middle of the night with strangers. She besides thought
that Nanette would not expect her at that hour. So she resisted their entreaties for her liberation,
and they only obtained her permission to return to seek her at ten in the morning.So after eight
months in such a dangerous place, my mother voluntarily prolonged her detention for a number
of hours.When she left the Carmes, they told her in great detail what had determined her
release, insisting on every fact in order to prove to her that she owed nothing to anyone. At the
time there was a great deal of traffic in people released. A mob of schemers ransomed the
unhappy prisoners after their discharge, who were for the most part ruined by the revolution.A
grand lady, somewhat closely related to my mother, was not ashamed to ask her for 30,000
francs which she said she spent in order to obtain her release from prison. My mother quite
simply answered by telling her Rossigneux’s story and never saw the woman again.What did
she find in returning home? Her house pillaged, the seals still posted on her apartment, my
nurse lodged in the kitchen with me, who was two and a half years old and was mute and
imbecilic because of the consequence of the sickness I nearly died of.What my mother suffered
on her return to freedom drained her strength. She had resisted the terrors of the scaffold in
resigning herself to dying every evening with courage. The grandeur of the sacred sustained her
spirit and body but she succumbed to poverty. Jaundice broke out the day following her return
home. This illness lasted five months and remained as a liver disease she suffered from for the
rest of her life.This illness contrasted in a striking manner with her fresh and brilliant complexion I
had always seen.At the end of six months, my mother found some money. Someone returned to
her a small part of her husband’s lands that had not yet been sold. We were both of us then
recovering from out illnesses.“What does madam believe we lived off of since she left prison?”
Nanette one day asked her.“I don’t know. I was sick. Did you sell the silverware?”“There wasn’t
any left.”“Linen? Jewelry?”“There wasn’t any left.”“Well then! With what?”“With the money that
Jerome sent me every week from the depths of his hiding place, adding that he expressly told
me not to say anything to madam but, since you can return it now, I am telling you who it was. I
have kept exact notes for it: here is the account.”My mother had the good fortune to save the life
of the man proscribed by the terrorists. She hid him and aided his flight to America.When he
returned under the Consulate, he had made a small fortune in America which he since
augmented in Paris through his speculation in land and houses.My mother treated him as a
friend. My grandmother, Madam de Sabran and my uncle, returning from emigration, heaped
upon him the rewards of their gratitude. All the same, he never wanted to be part of our social
sphere. He said to my mother (and I am not exactly reproducing his language for he was from
Bordeaux and his speech was nothing but a succession of big words): “I will come see you when
you are alone. When there are people at your home, I won’t come. Your friends regard me as a
curious beast, and you will welcome me out of kindness, for I know your heart. But I would be ill



at ease in your home and I don’t want that. I was not born like you. I don’t speak like you. We
haven’t had the same education. If I did something for you, you have done as much for me. We
are even. The madness of our times came close to us for a moment. We will always have the
privilege of counting on one another, but we cannot come to close relations.”His conduct had to
the end followed his language. My mother remained for him a faithful and obliging friend on all
occasions. I was brought up with sentiments of gratitude towards him. Nevertheless, in his
physiognomy and manners, there was always something about him that astonished me.The first
thought that arose from the memory of the misfortunes of this young woman and from the divine
protection by which she so many times escaped danger, was that God no doubt reserved for her
many joys that would compensate her for so many ordeals. Alas! It wasn’t in this world that she
found them!Wouldn’t one say that a creature so pursued by fate and protected by heaven should
inspire all to a kind of respect and desire for her that would make her forget what she suffered?
But men only think about themselves.My mother lost the best years of her miraculously saved
life in struggling with poverty.The enormous fortune of my grandfather, confiscated and sold at a
miserable price for the profit of the nation had nearly disappeared. From all this opulence, all that
remained were debts. The government did not take responsibility for paying our creditors. It took
our wealth and left the debts to us, whom it had stripped of all means of repaying them.Twenty
years went by in a ruinous legal proceeding that wrested what remained of the fortune of my
paternal grandfather from one part of the nation to give to another part that consisted of a
formidable mass of creditors who did not want to come to an agreement. I was the creditor and
not the inheritor of my grandfather and my mother was my trustee. Her love for me kept her from
remarrying. Besides, having become a widow because of the executions, she did not feel as
another woman would.Our business concerns, difficult and entangled, were her torment. The
vicissitudes of the very laborious liquidation saddened my youth just as the scaffold horrified my
childhood. Ever suspended between fear and hope, we struggled for the bare necessities. At
one time, we were promised wealth, at other times an unforeseen reversal, a crafty argument, a
lost trial threw us back into straits. If I have the taste for elegance, I attribute this trait to the
privations that were imposed on my earliest youth and to those which I saw my mother suffer. It
was my lot to suffer an evil unknown to childhood, i.e. the need for money. I lived so close to my
mother that I surmised everything through her.However, some rays of joy shone for her. A year
after her discharge, she obtained a passport and, leaving me in Lorraine ever in the care of my
nurse Nanette, she went to Switzerland where her mother and brother awaited her, who were
then not able to come closer to France.This reunion, despite the sorrows it renewed, was a
consolation for her.Madam de Sabran had believed that her daughter was lost. She found her
again still beautified by misfortune and realized the ingenious emblem of the rose-tree, a ballad
that then became celebrated throughout Europe.My grandmother, having emigrated and not
being able to write her daughter during the Terror had been successful in having the touching as
well as spiritual verses of Jean-Jacques reach her in prison:To the air: “I have planted it and
have seen it bloom.”1.It is indeed mine, for I have made it bloom,This beautiful rose-tree,



pleasures too short.It must depart and perhapsI will not see it in my life again.2.Beautiful rose-
tree, yield to the tempest!Weakness disarms furyUnder the sirocca, lean you headOr it is all over
with your flowers.3.The good that you did, the evil that you caused me,You offered your thoughts
to me, By you I only saw rosesAnd only felt thorns when away from you.4.You were my joy, you
were my glory,And my pleasure and happiness,You will not perish in my memory:Your roots are
imbedded in my heart.5.Rose-tree, take care of your foliage,Be ever beautiful, be ever green,So
that I may see after the stormYour flowers cheering my winter.The vow was fulfilled, the rose-tree
blossomed again, and the children were once against pressed to the bosom of the mother.This
voyage to Switzerland was one of the happiest moments in my mother’s life. My grandmother
was one of the most distinguished and amiable women of her time; my uncle, count Elzéar de
Sabran, younger than my mother but with the wisdom of a precocious mind made her sense
everything that was sublime and new in the country they traveled through together.Everything
she told me about this time had a poetic grace and was a pastoral after the tragedy.Lavater too
was a friend of Madam de Sabran, who made the trip with my mother to introduce her daughter
to this oracle of philosophy of that time. The great physiognomist, in perceiving my mother, tuned
to Madam de Sabran and cried out, “Ah! Madam, what a happy mother you must be. Your
daughter is transparent. Never have I seen such sincerity. You can read it on her
forehead.”Returning to France, she only had two interests: one was to reestablish my fortune
and the other to direct my education. I owe her all that I am and possess.My mother was the
center of a circle of distinguished persons, among whom were found the leading men of our
country. M. de Chateaubriand remained her friend to the end.She almost had the talent of an
artist for painting. Never did I see a day pass without her shutting herself up from noon to five in
her atelier. She didn’t like society: it intimidated her, bored her, and repulsed her. She had seen
the lower depths of it too early in life. This precocious experience gave her the philosophy of
unhappiness. She had however brought with her in growing up and had retained all her life her
generosity, which is the virtue of prosperous existences.Her timidity was proverbial in her family:
her brother said she had more fear in regard to a salon than for the scaffold.During the entire
period of the Empire, she and her friends lived in the most pronounced opposition. Since the
death of the duke d’Enghien, she did not set her foot in Malmaison. From the start of this
memorable era, she never saw Madam Bonaparte again.In 1811, wanting to remove us from the
persecutions of the imperial police, she went on a trip with me to Switzerland and Italy. She went
everywhere; she crossed the glaciers, among other that of Mont-Gries between Toccia cascade
and the village of Obergestlen in the Haut-Valais. She crossed by foot and horseback the most
dreadful passages in the Alps. If she had the strength and courage, it was because she didn’t
want me to stop going forward or to quit me.Arriving at Rome, she passed the winter there and
formed a charming social group. She was no longer young; however, the purity of her feature
impressed Canova. She loved the naivety of the great artist whose travel accounts of Venice
enchanted her. One day, I said to her:“With your romantic imagination, you could marry
Canova.”“Don’t challenge me,” she answered. “If he were the marquis d’Ischia, I would be



tempted.” Such words perfectly describe her.I had the good fortune to be with her until July 13,
1826. She died of the illness Bonaparte died of. This illness, which she had the beginnings of
long before, was aggravated by her chagrins, especially that which the death of my wife and only
child had caused her. She became impassioned in her sorrow like others with their pleasures. It
is in her honor that Madam de Staël, who knew my mother well and loved her very much, gave
the name Delphine for the heroine in the first novel she published.At fifty-six years of age, she
was still beautiful to the point of striking strangers who couldn’t have known her in her youth and
who consequently were not seduced by the charms of their memories of her (footnote 1).
(footnote 1) In correcting the proofs of these letters, I received the original copy which had been
lost for a long time of a letter from my grandfather, which I believe I can insert here. The nobility
and simplicity of the language of the condemned justifies everything that I said about him
earlier.// Farewell, my son, farewell. Preserve the memory of a father who views the arrival of
death tranquilly. I only regret one thing, that is that I leave you with a name that may cause
judgment to believe you guilty of treason among certain credulous men. Rehabilitate my memory
when it is possible. If you obtain my correspondence, this will be very easy to do. Live for your
amiable wife and for your sister, whom I embrace.FORTH LETTERConversation with the
innkeeper in Lübeck. - His remarks on the Russian character. - Difference in the comportment of
Russians who are departing from their country and those who are returning to Russia. - Voyage
from Berlin to Lübeck. - Imaginary worries. - Realization of what one thinks. - Creative powers
poorly employed. - Site of Travemünde. - Character of Northern landscapes. - Way of life of
Holstein fishermen. - Particular grandeur of flat landscapes. - Nights in the North. - Civilization
serving to enjoy the beauty of nature. - Impression that names make on me. - I am going to
Russia to see the steppes. - Shipwreck of the Nicholas I. - Description of that event.- Brave
behavior of a Frenchman attached to the Danish legation. - One does not know his name even. -
Innocent ingratitude. - The captain of the Nicholas I fired by the tsar. - Route from Schwerin to
Lübeck. - Character trait of a diplomat. - Natural courtly spirit of Germans. - The bath attendant of
Travemünde. - Description of morals. - Ten years of life. - The young woman become mother of a
family. - Reflections.Travemünde, July 4, 1830This morning in Lübeck, the innkeeper in learning
that I was going to Russia entered my bedchamber with a compassionate look that made me
laugh: that man was more refined, had a more lively spirit, and was more mocking than his
weeping tone of voice and his manner of pronouncing French at first made me suppose.In
learning that I was only traveling for my pleasure, he began to preach to me in a goodnatured
German way in order to make me abandon my project.“Do you know Russia?” I asked him.“No,
sir, but I know the Russians. There are many who pass through Lübeck and I judge the country
according to the physiognomy of the inhabitants.”“What then do you find in the expression of
their faces which would keep me from going to see them in their own country?”“Sir, they have
two kinds of physiognomies. I am not speaking of the valets who all look the same. I am
speaking of the nobles; when they disembark to come to Europe, they have a gay, free, satisfied
air about them. They are the escaped horses and the birds whose cages have been opened.



Men, women, young, old- all are happy like schoolchildren on vacation. The same persons, on
their return, have long, somber, tormented faces. Their speech is short and their words
disjointed. Their brows look worried. I have concluded from this different that a country one
departs from with such joy and returns with such regret is a bad country.“Perhaps you are right,” I
replied. “But your remarks prove to me that the Russians are not as secretive as they are
assumed to be. I believed them to be more impenetrable.”“They are so when they are in their
own country. But they do not mistrust us good Germans,” the innkeeper said in withdrawing and
smiling with a refined air.There is a man who is afraid of being taken for credulous, I thought in
laughing while alone. You must travel yourself to know to what extent the reputations that
travelers, lightheaded in their judgments due to lazy minds, have imputed to various peoples
have become influential over opinions about national character. All individuals in particular is
forced to protest against the opinions generally accepted in regard to people of his country.Do
the women of Paris aspire to what is natural and simple? Moreover, there is nothing more
antipathetic than the Russian and German national characters.I made the saddest voyage
possible between Berlin and Lübeck. An imaginary chagrin which I hoped was founded in
nothing caused me one of those agitations that was more vivid than a truly motivated sorrow.
The imagination intends to torment. I could die in apprehension without realizing that it was not
the case that people I love were in danger and those whom I am indifferent about were safe and
sound. I have a visionary heart.After the letter where you promised me to write again by the next
courier, your silence had become immediately the certain proof of some great misfortune, an
accident, a crash of a vehicle, what can I say? Of your sudden death or whatever else? Does
one not see everyday more extraordinary and unexpected things happen? Once this idea
gained possession of my thoughts, I became its victim. The solitude of my vehicle became
populated by phantoms. In this fever of the soul, fears are no sooner conceived than realized.
There are no obstacles to the ravages of the imagination. Vagueness increased the danger by a
hundredfold. The time necessary to establish a doubt is equivalent to a certitude. Fifteen days of
anguish is worse than death. Thus succumbing to distances that create an illusion, the poor
heart devours itself and ceases to beat before verifying the evil that is killing it or, if it continues to
beat, it is only to endure the same martyrdom a thousand times over. Everything is possible so
the evil is certain. That is how despair reasons…. From worries, it derives the proof of evil where
possibility suffices to nourish those worries.Who has not felt torment? But no one experiences it
more often or violently than me. Ah! The pains of the soul cause one to fear death, for death only
puts an end to the pains of the body.This is something that will expose me to your neglect and
your indifference. I don’t have the heart of a traveler: there are two men in me: my mind carries
me off to the ends of the earth but my sensitivity makes me a homebody. I travel around the
world as if I were bored at home. I attach myself to persons as if I cannot budge from them or
from the place they live in. What? I said to myself at the time I hurried about to embark to divert
myself in Petersburg, I attended a funeral in Paris, and all the terrible circumstances of this
double scene passed before my mind’s eyes with the power of illusion, of despairing truth. This



parallel of my life and your death in these slightest circumstances made my hair stand up on my
head and stopped me at every step. It was a phantasmagoria whose reality extended to my
sensations of it; it was more than a chimera, it was a world in relief that emerged from
nothingness at the voice of my sorrow. For us, dreams are truer than things, because there are
more affinities between phantoms of the imagination and the soul that produces them than
between the soul and the exterior world.I was dreaming wide-awake. The passage is so short
between fear to certitude that I fell into a delirium. My unhappiness was certain. I uttered cries of
terror and this phrase came to my mouth ceaselessly like a distressing refrain, “It is a dream, but
dreams are warnings.”Ah! If the destiny which dominates us were a poet, what man would want
to live? Inventive imaginations are so cruel. Fortunately, destiny is the instrument of God who is
more than a poet. Every heart bears upon itself its tragedy as well as its death. But the inner poet
is a prophet who is often deceived by life. His foretelling do not all come to pass in the world.This
morning, the fresh air of the meadows, the beauty of the sky, the contemplation of a smooth,
tranquil landscape, and the sweet shores on the edge of the Baltic Sea at Travemünde silenced
this sweet, dissipated voice as if by magic and put and end to the dream without waking that had
tormented me for three days. If I don’t foresee your death, it isn’t because I haven’t reflected on it.
What can reason do again the assaults of a supernatural power? But tired of foolishly fearing, I
reassured myself it was groundless. This repose is nothing less than being confident. An evil
without a tangible cause is dissipated without cause but can reoccur. A word, a cloud, the flight
of a bird can irresistibly prove to me I was wrong to feel calm, and similar argument have
convinced me that I was wrong to be worried just as well.Travemünde has been beautified for
ten years and, what is more, the improvements have not spoiled it. A magnificent road has been
completed between Lübeck and the ocean: it is a bower in an arbor in the shade of which the
mail coach carries you at at a slow trot to the embouchure of the river across orchards and
hamlets scattered about the pastures. I have never seen anything so pastoral on the edge of any
ocean. The village is cheerful although the countryside may be silent and harsh: it is a meadow
on sea- level. The pasturage animated by many flocks which cross it day and night only ends at
the beach. Salt water bathes the grass.The flat shores give the Baltic the appearance of a lake in
a countryside whose tranquility appears supernatural. One believes oneself in the Elysian fields
of Virgil in the midst of the blessed spirits. The view of the Baltic Ocean, despite its storms and
reefs, inspires a sense of security. The waters of the bays, the most dangerous of all, do not
produce the impression of a limitless expanse upon the imagination. It is the idea of infinity that
frightens man stopping at the rim of the great Ocean.The ringing of the little bells of the flocks
became confused with the tolling of the bells of the steamboats in the port of Travemünde. This
momentary appearance of modern industry in the midst of the pastoral life of the countryside
which still employs a great part of the population appeared to me to be poetic without dazing the
senses. The place inspired a salutary rest. It was a refuge from the invasions of our century, but
although it was an open plain, sweet to see, easy to travel through, one felt that one was in
solitude as if in the middle of an island. In these latitudes, repose was inevitable, the mind



slumbered, and time spread its wings.The population of Holstein and Mecklenburg possessed a
calm beauty that accorded with the sweet and peaceful aspect of their country and with the cold
of the climate. The ruddy visages, the loveliness of the terrain, the monotony of the dwellings,
and the uniformity the landscape- all was in harmony.The fatigues of fishing in winter when men
have to seek the open sea across a border of sheets of ice ten miles wide, cut with fissures
dangerous to cross leant a sort of poetic movement to an otherwise boring life. Without this
winter activity, the inhabitants on the shore languished by their stoves under turned-up overcoats
of sheepskin. The affluence of the bathers on these beautiful strands allows the peasants to
earn during summer enough to satisfy their basic needs and for the rest of the year without
exposing themselves to too much fatigue and danger. But where necessity does not exist, there
is nothing. Among the men of Travemünde, the winter fishing represents extra income: it is for a
ring on the finger, for earrings, for a gold chain around the neck of a mistress, for a brilliant silk
necktie. It in short is to be brilliant and to make a loved one brilliant. It is not to eat that the
fishermen of Travemünde struggle and risk their lives against the floods and the ice. They would
not confront this needless danger if they weren’t creatures superior to brutes, because the need
for luxuries can only be mastered by a more noble sentiment.This country pleased me despite
its uniform aspects. The vegetation was pretty. On July 5, the verdure appeared fresh and new to
me. The mock-orange flowers of the gardens had hardly started to blossom. The sun in these
lazy climates rises like a great lord and shows itself for a short time. Spring only arrives when
summer is going away. But the summer is short and days are long. And at that time there reigns
a sort of sublime serenity in a horizontal landscape where the soil is barely visible and the sky
occupies the greatest space: in contemplating this country as low as the sea which it hardly
holds back, one admires and one is deeply moved like one admires a virginal brow the smooth
earth that has never experienced the commotions of the globe, this earth sheltered from the
revolutions of nature as well as the troubles of society. I found here the charm of an idyll which
granted me repose from the extravagance of our novels and plays. It was not picturesque but
was charming and different from anything else. For it was not the rustic and pastoral life of other
beautiful places in Europe.The ten-hour long twilight made my evening promenade delightful. In
the air, a solemn silence reigned during this time. There was a suspension of life where nothing
spoke to the senses: they were, so to speak, out of reach. My regard, lost in the contemplation of
the pale Northern stars, penetrated far beyond the earth or rather stopped and renounced, and
my mind spread its wings in the vague space it soared upon, escaping from the lower regions to
freely leap up to and beyond the visible sky.But to experience the charm of these illusions, you
must come from afar. Nature only assumes all of its value to the eyes of civilized strangers; while
the indigenous rustics do not enjoy like us the environment that surrounds them: one of the
greatest benefits of society is that it reveals to the inhabitants of cities all the beauties of the
countryside. It is civilization which taught me to find pleasure in the country intended by nature to
preserve the image of primitive life for us. I avoided the salons, conversation, the fine inns, the
easy roads, in short all that piques our curiosity, all that excites admiration of men born in semi-



barbarous societies and, despite my aversion for the ocean, I will embark tomorrow upon a
vessel where I will joyfully brave all inconveniences as long as it carries me to the deserts and
steppes… the steppes! -an Oriental word that makes me feel from itself alone an unknown and
marvelous nature. It awoke in me a desire that takes the place of youth and courage, and which
made me remember that I have come on the earth only in the condition of a traveler. Such is the
destiny of my nature. But do I have to confess this to you? Perhaps I would never have
undertaken this voyage if there weren’t steppes in Russia. I fear that I am too young for the
century and the country we live in.My vehicle was already on the steamer. It was, the Russians
said, one of the most beautiful steamboats in the world. It was called the Nicholas I. There had
been a fire on this same vessel the previous year during its crossing from Petersburg to
Travemünde. It was rebuilt and since its restoration it was on its second voyage. The memory of
the catastrophe on the original vessel only caused some apprehension among the travelers. The
history of the shipwreck was honorable for us French because of the noble and courteous
conduct of a young Frenchman among the travelers.It was night and one sailed in the area of
Mecklenburg, and the captain was tranquilly playing cards with some passengers. His friends
asserted to justify him that he knew about the accident that threatened the vessel but having
recognized from the first that the danger was without remedy, he gave a secret order to
approach with all haste the coast of Mecklenburg and to there run aground on a sand bank in
order to lessen the danger of sinking. However, these same friends added that he strove with
heroic sang-froid to increase as much as possible the security of the passengers, a security
necessary for the preservation of the vessel. You will presently see what the tsar though about
his much-vaunted effort of courage.There were thirty children and many women on the vessel. A
Russian woman learned of the danger the first and raised the alarm among the crew. The fire
had begun in some pieces of wood which through a fault in construction were placed too near
the engine furnace. The smoke already penetrated to the cabins of the passengers. At the first
news of the immanent peril, their terror was great; the crew raised the sinister cry, “Fire! Fire!
Every man for himself!” It was in the month of October in the middle of the night more than two
and a half miles from land, and despite the maneuver ordered by the captain, they sailed on in
profound security when the fire broke out in several places at once. At the same time, the vessel
ran aground in the sand and the paddle wheels stopped moving. A lugubrious silence followed
the first exclamations of the crowd. The women and the children themselves were silent, so
great did their stupefaction grow. Unfortunately, the sand bank on which the ship foundered only
just extended to solid ground and this shallows was in some ways like an island separate from
the mainland by sections of water whose depth permitted only crossing by boat. Thanks to
heaven, the weather was calm.While one group of the sailors were employing pumps and filling
pails intended to slow the progress of the fire, the captain ordered to put to sea the lifeboat to
transport to land all the passengers. This lifeboat was small and it would have been necessary to
make a number of trips to be able to save everyone. It was decided that women and children
would disembark first.The most important passengers risked their lives rushing towards the



sandbank. The young Frenchman I told you about was one of the first to jump in these shallows.
He didn’t remain inactive. Playing the role of a sailor without being obliged to, he crossed many
times from the vessel to the lifeboat and remounted the vessel to assist women and children to
board the lifeboat. Despite the ever immanent danger, he did not leave the burning steamboat
until after all the other passengers escaped. During the numerous trajectories which his
humanity made him carry out, he saved many women by swimming. His excessive fatigue later
caused a grave illness to him.This man, I was told, was attached to the French legation in
Denmark and was traveling for pleasure. I don’t know his name, an involuntary ignorance since
yesterday I asked his name of twenty persons. This deed of humanity of the young man only
occurred a year ago and his name has already been forgotten even in the place where he
distinguished himself by his exceptional courage. The details I have just given you are very
exact.It is as if I witnessed the scene. The woman who told me about the shipwreck was present
there. She like the others admired the devotion of the young Frenchman but, like the others, she
did not think of asking what the name of this rescuer of so many people was. This is a new proof
that on occasions, the ingratitude of those obliged serves as a glaring contrast to the virtue of
their benefactor.Despite the strength and devotion of our compatriot, seconded by sailors of
various nations, five passengers perished in the shipwreck. This loss is attributed to the haste
with which they were forced to exit the burning vessel. However, this magnificent vessel was not
entirely burned. In the end, the fire was put under control and the new Nicholas I on which I was
to embark tomorrow has been to a large extent reconstructed from the debris of the old one.
Superstitious minds feared that by some act of fate, the misfortune was still attached to the
remains of the vessel. As for me, who am not a sailor, I did not feel this poetic fear. But I respect
all kinds of inoffensive superstitions as the results of the noble pleasure of believing and of
fearing, which is the foundation of all piety, even the abuse of which places man on a higher level
than all other beings in creation.After receiving a detailed report about the accident, the tsar
demoted the captain, who was Russian. The unfortunate man was replaced by a Dutchman
who, it was said, lacked authority over the crew. Foreign countries only refer to Russia people
they do not themselves want to employ at home. Tomorrow, I will know what to make of him. No
one judges a captain more swiftly than a sailor or a traveler. The love of life, that passionately
reasonable love, is a sure guide to appreciate any man on whom our existence depends. Such
as it was rebuilt, our fine vessel took on as much water as it needed to go up to Petersburg. We
would change vessels in Kronstadt, and then two days later out vehicles would be sent on a third
flat-bottomed boat. There was indeed ennui in this, but curiosity triumphs over everything.
Curiosity is the prime duty of a traveler.Mecklenburg was on our way. A magnificent road led
from Ludwigslust to Schwerin where the grand-duke at the time had the good sense to transfer
his residence there. Schwerin is old and picturesque: a lake, hills, woods, and an antique palace
embellished the landscape and the village gave me nice memories of the place. It has moreover
an ancient air, a picturesque aspect. All this was lacking in Ludwigslust.But would you like to
have an idea of the barbarity of the Middle Ages? Mount in a vehicle in this old capitol of the



grand duchy of Mecklenburg and take the mail coach relay to Lübeck. If it rains for twenty-four
hours, you will only be half-way. Such are the pot-holes to get stuck in. One would regret the
sand and the rocky places in the environs of Rostock and one would get stuck in ruts so deep
that one could not free the vehicle without breaking or overturning it. Note that this is called the
highway from Schwerin to Lübeck, that it is forty miles long, and that these are an impossible
forty miles. To travel reliably in Germany, you must learn French and not forget the difference
between a highway and a roadway: if you leave a roadway, you go back in time three
centuries.This road was pointed out to me by the minister of *** in Berlin, and in a rather
pleasant manner. “What road do you advise me to take to Lübeck?” I asked him. I knew that he
had never made this journey before.“They are all bad,” the diplomat answered me, “but I advise
you to go on the Schwerin road.”“My vehicle,” I rejoined, “is light, and if it breaks down I will miss
the departure of the steamer. If you know a better route, I will take it, even if it is rough.”“All that I
can tell you,” he replied I an official tone of voice, “is that I pointed this out to monseigneur ***
(the nephew of his sovereign), “and you could not do better than to follow this advice.”“The
vehicles of princes,” I continued, “are privileged like the persons in them. Princes have bodies of
iron and I wouldn’t want to live one day in the manner they live for a year.”No one answered
these words which I believed were innocent if they hadn’t appeared seditious to the German
statesman.This grave and prudent personage, quite annoyed by my excessive audacity,
immediately distanced himself from me as soon as he could withdraw without being too obvious.
What an excellent temper for a man. There are certain Germans who are born subjects and are
courtiers before being men. I cannot keep from mocking to myself their obsequious politeness,
all while preserving a disposition contrary to what I blame the French for having. But ridicule will
always have right-of-way over my mind, a laughter that exists despite my age and reflection.
Moreover, a truly great highway will soon open between Lübeck and Schwerin.The charming
bath attendant at Travemünde whom we called the Mona Lisa is now married. She has three
children and it isn’t without some sadness mixed with timidity that I crossed the modest
threshold of her new dwelling. She expected me with a coquetry of heart that reminded me of
people of the North, cold but severely sensitive, when she put around her neck the foulard I had
given her ten years before on the same day on July 5th, 1829. Imagine that at 34 years of age,
this charming creature has good taste. One can see she had been beautiful… that is all. An
unappreciated beauty passes quickly by: it is useless. Lisa has a husband, frightfully ugly, and
three children of whom one was a boy of nine who will never be handsome. This young rustic,
although brought up in the manner of his country, entered the room with head lowered with a
vague, wandering regard, yet courageous. It is said that he would flee from a stranger out of
timidity and not fear, if the fear of being reprimanded by his mother did not stop him. He swam
like a fish and was bored when he was not in the water, or at least on the water in a boat. The
house they inhabited was theirs. They appeared to be at ease there. But how narrow the circle is
in which the life of such a family turns. In seeing the father, the mother, and the three children, in
recalling what Lisa was like ten years before, it seemed to me that the enigma of human nature



was presented for the first time to my thoughts. I could not breathe in their little home which
however was proper and well looked after I left the house to seek open air. I saw them the happy
country people and repeated in a low voice my refrain: “Where necessity does not exist, there
exists nothing.” Happy the soul that does not ask for more. But the religion of the protestants only
gives people what is necessary.Since this beautiful creature was bound to a common fate, she
lived without pain but also without pleasure, which seemed to be to be the greatest of pains. Her
husband did not fish in the winter. His wife blushed in confessing this to me, which caused me a
secret pleasure. Her husband, so ugly, was not courageous. But Lisa continued as if to answer
my thought, “My son will leave soon. She showed me, suspended in the rear of the bedroom a
great overcoat of sheepskin lined with wool intended for the first voyage of this vigorous child of
the sea.I will always dream of the Mona Lisa of Travemünde, or at least I hope so.Why must real
life so little resemble the life of the imagination? To what purpose are we given this useless
imagination? What can I say about this useless, harmful thing? An impenetrable mystery which
only hope reveals and then only in fugitive lights. A man is a galley-slave who is being punished
not corrected. He is enchained for a crime he is not aware of and is afflicted by the punishment
of life, that is to say death. He lives and dies in irons without procuring what he is judged for, nor
with anyone telling him what he is accused of. Ah! When one sees that nature is so arbitrary, can
one be astonished at the lack of justice in society? To perceive fairness down below, you must
have the eyes of faith to penetrate beyond the world. Justice only resides in the empire of time.
Dig deeply into nature and you will quickly find fatality. A power that takes revenge on what it
creates is circumscribed: but who has placed these limits? Against whom and why? The more
the mystery is incomprehensible, the more grand and necessary is the triumph of faith.FIFTH
LETTERPolar nights. - Influence of climate on human thought. - Montesquieu and his system. - I
read without light until midnight. - The novelty of this phenomenon and recompense for the
fatigues of the voyage. - Northern landscapes. - Harmony of the people with the land. - Flatness
of the earth near the Pole. - One believes one is approaching the summit of the Alps. - Coast of
Finland. - Optical effects of oblique sun-rays. - Poetic terror. - Melancholy of people in the North.
- Conversation on the steamer. - Sea-sickness dissipated by the sea. - My domestic. -
Eloquence of a chambermaid cited by Grimm. - Arrival of Prince K*** on the steamer. - His
portrait and manner we became acquainted. - Definition of nobility. - Difference between English
notions and ours in respect to this. - Prince D***. - His portrait. - Anecdote about the English
nobility. - Tsar Alexander and his doctor in England. - The tsar did not understand the English
nobility. - The tone of Russian society. - Prince K*** defends the government of free speech
against me. - The way that men are led. - Canning. - Napoleon. - Action more persuasive than
words. - Confidential interview. - Glance at the history of Russia. - Why the Russians are what
they are. - Heroes of their fabled times. - Russians have nothing chivalric about them. - What the
autocracy consists of. - The Russian princes have made slavery the apprenticeship for tyranny. -
Serfdom was legalized in Russia when it was abolished in the rest of Europe. - Rapport between
my opinions and those of Prince K***. - Politics and religion are one in Russia. - Future of the



country and the world. - Paris dethroned by the piety of the up-and-coming generation. - Paris
will have the fate of ancient Greece. - Account of the Prince and Princess D*** of their stay in
Greiffenberg. - The cure through cold water. - Fanaticism of the neophytes. - The Princess L***. -
The vessels of her daughter and hers cross paths in the middle of the Baltic Ocean. - Good taste
of persons of high society in Russia. - France in former times. - The ability to respect, salutary to
productions of the mind. - Portrait of a French traveler, and ex-lancer. - His off-color literature. -
Whey he amused Russian ladies. - Pleasures of the crossing. - A unique society. - Russian
songs and national dances. - The two Americans. - Spoken French of the Russian ladies
preferable to that of many Polish women. - Accident that occurred to the engine of the steamer. -
Diversity of characters set in relief. - Words of the two princesses. - The false alarm. - Past fear
turns to joy. - Romantic history of the letter than follows.July 8, 1839 written without candlelight
at midnight on board the steamer
Nicholas I in the Gulf of Finland.We were at the end of a day in a month
that began in these latitudes around June 8 and ended around July 4. Nights reappeared later:
they were at first very short but already marked, and then they lengthened imperceptibly until the
September equinox. Then they increased with the same rapidity as days in spring and soon
enveloped with darkness the north of Russia, Petersburg, Sweden, Stockholm, and all the
regions of the polar arctic circle. For the countries contained in this circle, the year was divided
into day and night, six months each and consisting of two twilights more or less prolonged
according to whether the location is more or less distant from the Pole. The profoundest
obscurity of winter lasts as long as the doubtful and melancholic daylight of summer.I can’t today
forget how I admired the phenomenon of night near the pole, almost as bright as day. I felt myself
out of this world I inhabited up to the present. Nothing in my voyages has interested me more
than the various extent of dispensation of light in various parts of the globe. At the end of a year,
all points on the earth have seen the sun for the same number of hours. But what a difference
between these days! What a variety of temperatures and colors! Thus the sun whose fires fall
vertically on the earth and the sun which only shines oblique rays is not the same sun, at least to
judge by its effects.For me, whose life depends on that of plants, I recognize that there is a sort
of destiny in these latitudes and I freely agree with the theory of Montesquieu in regard to the
influence that the sky exercises on my thought. My temper and faculties are so subject to the
actions of the climate that I don’t doubt their effect on politics. Only the genius of Montesquieu
pushed too far the consequences of an action, real in certain cases, but exaggerated in the
writer’s system. The reef of superiority is obstinacy: such great souls see only what they want;
the world is within them; they understand everything except what someone tells them.For around
an hour, I saw the sun sink into the sea between north north-west and the north. It left behind it a
long luminous trail which sufficed to light up for me the clock to tell the time and which permitted
me to write on deck while the other passengers were sleeping. And when I interrupted my letter
in looking around me, I already perceived towards north north-west the early tints of aurora.
Yesterday was hardly over and tomorrow began. This polar solemnity was a recompense for all



of the ennui’s of travel. In these regions of the globe, day is an unending aurora which never
keeps its promises. The lights which bring about nothing but which do not cease surprised and
agitated me. A singular twilight which precedes neither night nor day… because what one calls
by those names in the Southern countries really does not exist here. One forgets the magic of
color, the religious obscurity of night, and one no longer believes in the marvels of those blessed
climates where the sun possesses all its power. It is no longer the world of painters: it is the
nature drawn by a draughtsman. One asks where one is and where one is going. The brightness
of day diminishes in intensity and extends everywhere equally. Where shadows lose their
strength, light turns pale. Night does not turn black, but in broad daylight becomes grey. The
northern sun is an alabaster lamp that turns incessantly, suspended at the height of a pivot
between the sky and earth.This lamp illuminates without interruption for weeks and months and
indistinctly spreads its melancholy tints under the vault that it hardly whitens. Nothing is brilliant
but everything is visible. Nature illuminated with this pallor, the same everywhere, resembles the
dream of a poet with white hair. It is Ossian who no longer remembers his loves and who only
hears the voice of the tombs.The aspect of all these sights without relief, of these distances
without points of view, of these horizons without accidents and not seeming distant, of these
semi-effaced lines: all this confusion of form and color tones plunged me into a sweet reverie
whose pacific awakening is as close to death as life. In turn, the soul remains suspended
between day and night, between waking and sleep. It doesn’t have vivid joys. The transports of
passion are lacking. But the restlessness of violent desires does not exist for it. If one is not
exempt from ennui, one is free from pain. A perpetual quietude possesses the heart and body
and finds itself as an image in this lazily indifferent light that spreads around equally its mortal
coldness day and night on ocean and lands intermingled with the snows of the Pole and made
level by the heavy feet of winter.The light of these flat regions is indeed that which agrees with
the blue eyes of faience and sympathizes with the not very marked features, the ashen hair, and
the timidly romantic imagination of women of the North: such women dream eternally about what
others do and it is especially true about them that one can say that their life is the dream of a
shadow.In the approaches to the boreal regions, you seem to climb up a plateau of a chain of
glaciers. The more you advance, the more this illusion come close to being realized. It is the
globe which you are scaling and the earth is your mountain. At the moment of reaching the
summit of this immense Alp, you find what you have felt less vividly in climbing those other Alps.
The rocks slant downwards, the precipices pile up, the populations flee behind you, the
habitable world is under your feet, you touch the Pole. Seen from this height, the earth
diminishes but the sea rises while the coasts flatten out and form around you a circle barely
marked out which continues to ever efface itself. You climb up, climb as if to the summit of a
cupola. This dome is the world for which God is the architect. From here your regard soars over
the icy seas and fields of crystal and you feel yourself transported to the dwelling place of the
blessed spirits amid angels, the unchanging inhabitants of an inalterable sky. This is what I
experienced in advancing to the Gulf of Bothnia whose northern part touches on Torneo.The



reputed mountainous coast of Finland only appeared to me to be a series of little imperceptible
hills. Everything was lost in the vagueness and void of misty horizons. This impenetrable sky did
not lend vivid colors to objects. Everything became dull and was modified under the mother-of-
pearl vault. The vessels that glided on the horizon were silhouetted in black. For the lights of the
perpetual twilight hardly mirrored in a shot-silk water effect did not have the force to gild the set
of sails of a distant ship. The rigging of the ships that one sees sailing to the north, far from
shining like they do on other seas, were lightly silhouetted in black against the grey curtain of the
sky which resembled a sheet spread out for the performance of a Chinese shadow theater. I am
ashamed to say it, but in the North the spectacle of nature, as grand as it is, reminds me despite
myself of an immense magic lantern whose light is poorly illuminated and whose lenses may be
worn out. I don’t like comparisons which belittle things, but at any rate I must try to express what I
feel. Enthusiasm is easier to convey than disparagement. However, to be true, one must depict
and define both things.At the entrance to those white deserts, a poetic terror seizes you and you
stop frightened on the threshold of the winter palace inhabited by the weather. An undefinable
sadness overwhelms you when you are close to advancing into the dwelling place of cold
illusions, of dreams still brilliant, no longer gilded but silvery,. Your thoughts, failing, come forth
with difficulty and their vain labor resembles the wavering forms of the spangled clouds your
eyes are dazzled by.If you come to your senses, it is to share the up to now incomprehensible
melancholy of the people of the North and to feel, as they do, the charm of their monotonous
poetry. This initiation in the sweetness of sadness is sorrowful, but yet it is a pleasure: you follow
slowly the sound of the tempests, the hearse of death in singing hymns of regret and hope as
your soul in mourning yields to all sorts of illusions your eyes are stricken by. The air, the mist,
the water- all cast a new impression on you, be it aromatic or tactile. There is something strange
in your sensations. They tell you you are approaching the limits of the living world. The glacial
zone is there before you and the wind of the Pole penetrates you to the heart. It is not sweet: it is
curious and new.I cannot console myself for having been so delayed this summer in Paris and
Ems because of my health. If I had followed my initial travel plan, I would now be in Lapland on
the edge of the White Sea beyond Archangel. But you can see I believe I am there now: it is the
same thing.When I fell from the heights of my illusions, I didn’t find myself walking from shore to
shore but rather sailing on the steamer Nicholas I whose shipwreck I have told you about. It was
one of the most beautiful and comfortable vessels in Europe and I found myself in the midst of
the most elegant society I have encountered in a long time.Someone who took notes in the
manner of Boccaccio of the conversations in which I took a modest part in for three days could
compile a book as brilliant and amusing as the Decameron and nearly as profound as the book
by La Bruyère. My account will give you only an imperfect idea of this, but I will nevertheless
attempt to do it.Suffering for a long time, I was sick in Travemünde, so sick that on the day of
departure I thought about giving up the trip. However, my vehicle had embarked the day before.
Eleven o’clock in the morning sounded, and we had to get ready to sail at three in the afternoon.
I felt the frisson of fever rush through my veins and I feared I would worsen the heart’s sickness



that tormented me through the seasickness that would ensue. What would I do in Petersburg two
thousand miles from Paris if I fell seriously ill, I said to myself. Why cause this trouble for my
friends when I could spare them from it?To embark with a fever on a long-distant voyage- wasn’t
that dementia? But wasn’t it a more ridiculous folly to give it up before taking the last step and
have my vehicle brought back to the land to the great astonishment of all concerned? What
would I have to say to the inhabitants of Travemünde? How could I explain my tardy decision to
my friends in Paris?I was little accustomed to allowing myself to be governed by considerations
of this nature. But I was sick and very weak. A strong resolve was necessary to stop myself on
the road, and to continue, I only had to allow things to proceed forward.Yet the frisson redoubled.
An anguish, an inexplicable languor warmed me of the necessity of repose. A profound disgust
for food, an acute headache, and a pain in my side made me fear a four-day crossing. I could not
endure it. I asked myself if I was not insane to confront all the discomforts of the sea in the
condition I found myself in? But to change projects is what is most troubling to sick people… as
it is to others.The waters of Ems cured me. But it was in substituting one ill for another. To free
myself of this second malady, repose was necessary. How many reasons were there not to go to
Siberia? I was going there anyway.I truly did not know how to make up my mind to get out of a
situation more than troubling, since it was ridiculous.Finally, I decided to play heads or tails for a
life I could not longer direct and, as one bets one’s purse on a card, I called my domestic,
determined to do what he decided. I asked his advice.“We must continue,” he said, “We are too
close.”“You are ordinarily afraid of the ocean.”“I still am. But in your shoes, I wouldn’t want to give
up after having my vehicle loaded on a ship.”“Why are you afraid of giving up, and aren’t you
afraid I will become seriously ill?”No response.“Tell me why you want to continue.”“Just
because…”“As soon as possible! Well then, after all that, let us depart.”“But if you become
sicker,” this excellent man continued who began to be frightened of the responsibility that
weighed on him, “I will reproach myself for your imprudence.”“If I am sick, you will care for
me.”“That won’t cure you.”“That doesn’t matter. We will depart.”The eloquence of my domestic
did not poorly resemble that of the chambermaid whom Grimm wrote about. This dying
chambermaid rebelled against all the exhortations of the family of her mistress and the priests.
An old comrade of hers was called: this one said some words to the dying woman, and she,
perfectly docile, fulfilled all her religious duties with an edifying resignation and fervor. These are
her words: “What then? Well so be it…! For shame! So go away, Miss.Persuaded like this dying
young woman, when three o’clock struck, I was out on the vessel still at anchor suffering
frissons, sick at heart, and inexpressible regret for the weak actions I had been guilty of. A
thousand dismal presentiments then assailed me and I, despite myself, prepared myself for the
lugubrious scenes that such presentiments give rise to.The anchor was raised. I lowered my
head and covered my eyes with my hands in a fit of stupid despair. Hardly had the paddle
wheels begun to turn then just as suddenly a revolution took place in me as total as it was
inexplicable. You will believe me, for you are used to believing me. Moreover, what motive would
I have to invent a history that contains anything but the truth? So you then will believe me and I



will publish it here, and my readers will believe me as you do, knowing that I sometimes am
mistaken but that I never lie. In short, the sorrows and the frissons dissipated. My head became
clear. The ills vanished like a vapor and I found myself in perfect health. This stroke of the magic
wand so surprised me that I was not able to refuse myself the pleasure of describing its effects
to you. The sea cured me of sea-sickness: this is what is called homeopathy on a large
scale.Since we embarked, the weather did not cease being pleasant.About the time I left
Travemünde at the height of my anguish and while we were raising anchor, an elderly man, very
fat, arrived on the boat where I before took up residence on. He supported himself with difficulty
on his two enormous swollen legs; his head poised between two shoulders appeared noble to
me. He was the very image of Louis XVI. I soon learned that he was a Russian, a descendant of
the Varangian conquerors and consequently of the most ancient nobility: his name was Prince
K***.In seeing him drag himself to a stool and support himself on the arm of his secretary, I
thought at first: he is a sad traveling companion. But in hearing his name I recalled that I had long
known his name through his reputation and I reproached myself for my incorrigible mania of
judging people by their appearance.Hardly seated, with an open physiognomy, a refined regard,
noble and sincere, the old man spoke to me, rudely addressing me by my name, although I had
never met him. Spoken to so brusquely, I stood up in surprise without responding. The prince
continued along the lines of a great lord whose perfect simplicity excluded all ceremony through
pure politeness.“You have seen all of Europe close at hand,” he said to me, “So you will be of my
opinion I am sure.”“About what, prince?”“About England. I said to Prince D*** here (in indicating
to me with his fingers without any other introduction the man whom he was talking to) that there
does not exist any nobility among the English. They possess titles and responsibilities but the
idea we attach to true nobility, to what cannot be given to anyone or bought, is strange to them. A
sovereign can made princes. Education, circumstances, genius, virtue can make heroes, but
none of those things can produce a gentleman.”“Prince,” I replied, “nobility as one formerly
understood it in France and as you and I seem to understand it today has become a fiction and
perhaps has always been so. You make me recall the words of M. de Laurauais who said in
coming from an assembly of marshals, “We are a dozen dukes and peers but there are no
gentlemen here except me.”He spoke the truth. On the continent, a gentleman is only regarded
noble because in a country where nobility still counts for something, it depends on blood and not
on fortune, favor, talent, or employment. It is the product of history. And the same as in physics,
the epoch of the formation of certain metals appears to have passed. The period of the creation
of noble families is over. That is what the English refuse to understand.“It is a fact,” I replied, “that
while preserving the pride of feudalism, they have forgotten the meaning of feudal institutions. In
England, chivalry is subordinate to industry which has indeed consented to be embedded in a
baronial constitution but on the condition that the old privileges attributed to the names are
within the grasp of new families. Through this social revolution, the result following a political
revolution, the hereditary rights are no longer attached to lineage but are transferred to persons,
to employments, and to the lands. Formerly the warrior ennobled the soil he had conquered but



today it is the possession of the land that constitutes a lordship. What is called the nobility in
England has the effect of a gilded suit that any man can clothe himself with, provided he is rich
enough to pay for it. This aristocracy of money is very different no doubt from the aristocracy of
blood. The rank purchased denotes the intelligence and activity of the man, while the inherited
rank attests to the favor of Providence. The confusion of ideas about the two aristocracies, that
of money and that of birth, is such in England that the descendants of a historic family, if they are
poor and without title, say to you, “We are not noble although Milord, the grandson of a tailor in
his quality as a member of the House of Lords is part of the high aristocracy of the land. Add to
this the bizarreness of the entailing of names transmitted by women and you will fall into a
confusion which foreigners cannot disentangle.”“I see very well that we are in agreement,” the
prince resumed with the gracious seriousness that was peculiar to him.You see that I have
abridged a bit the lines of this first conversation, but I have given you a resume of it.Struck by
this easy manner of forming an acquaintance and freed as if by magic from the sickness that
tormented me up to this moment of setting sail, I began examining the compatriot of Prince K***,
i.e. Prince D*** whose grand historic name had initially attracted my attention. I saw a man, still
young, of a leaden color, a suffering eye, but with a convex brow and a noble lofty stature. His
regular face was in accord with the coldness of his bearing and this harmony did not fail to
please.Prince K***, who never let a conversation drop, was happy to treat subjects that
interested him and so continued after a moment of silence:“To prove to you that the English and
us do not at all have the same way of defining nobility, I would like to tell you an anecdote that
might amuse you.”“In 1814, I accompanied Tsar Alexander on his voyage to London. At the time,
His Majesty the King of England honored me with rather close confidences and I owe to this
apparent favor many marks of generosity on the part of the Prince of Wales. That prince one day
took me aside and said to me, ‘I would like to do something to please the tsar. He appeared very
much to like the doctor who accompanies him: can I grant this man a favor that would please
your master?’”‘Yes, monseigneur,’ I answered.‘What then?’‘A grant of nobility.’The following day
the doctor was appointed Knight.The tsar explained to me first of all and afterwards to others
that it was this distinction that bestowed upon the doctor the title Sir and to his wife the title of
Lady. But despite his perspicacity, which was great, the tsar died without ever being able to
understand our explanations of the value of the new dignity conferred on his doctor. He spoke to
me about it ten years later in Petersburg.”“The ignorance of Tsar Alexander,” I answered, “was
reinforced by that of a number of other intelligent men beginning with the majority of foreign
novelists who want to set scenes for the life of persons of English high society.”This story, told
with an elegance of tone, a grace of manners, a simplicity of gestures, an expression of
physiognomy, and a tone of voice which added to the finesse of Prince K***’s slightest words in
revealing more spirit than what the speaker wanted to- all this put us in a good humor and
served as a prelude to a conversation that lasted several hours.We passed in review most of the
things and persons in the world, especially in this century. I collected a host of anecdotes,
portraits, definitions, and fine impressions that involuntarily sprang forth from the depths of our



interview and from the natural and cultured mind of Prince K***. This rare and delicate pleasure
made me blush at my initial judgment of him in seeing a gouty old man aboard our vessel. Never
were hours spent more swiftly than at this time where I listened to him apart. I was just as much
instructed as amused.The tone of high society in Russia is an easy politeness whose secret is
nearly lost among us. There wasn’t even a secretary of Prince K*** who, although French, did
not appear to be reserved, modest, exempt from vanity and in that way superior to the concerns
of self-conceit and the errors of vanity.If it is in this way one gains from living under despotism-
vive la Russia. How can these elegant manners exist in a country where nothing is respected,
since bon ton is only discernment in tokens of respect. Let us begin to show respect for those
who have right to our deference and we will naturally become involuntarily polite.Despite the
reserve I kept to in my responses to Prince K***, the old diplomat was soon struck by the
direction of my ideas. “You are neither of your country nor your time,” he said to me, “You are the
enemy of free speech as a political lever.”“That is true,” I replied, “Any other means of discovering
the worth of men appears preferable to public speech in a country where self-conceit is so easy
to awake as it is in France. I don’t believe many men in France are of a solid enough character
that they would not sacrifice their dearest opinions in their desire to have it said that they made a
fine speech.”“However,” the liberal Russian prince continued, “everything is in words: the entire
man and something superior to himself is revealed in speech: words are divine.”“I agree with
you,” I replied, “and that is why I fear to see words prostituted.”“When a talent like that of Mr.
Canning,” the prince continued, “captivated the attention of the leading men of England and the
world, political speech was then something else, sir.”“What good did that brilliant genius
produce? And what evil did he not do if he had as auditors minds that were so easily enflamed?
The words employed intimately as a means of persuasion, words secretly applied to change the
direction of ideas, to direct the conduct of a man or a small number of men, appears useful to
me whether as as auxiliary or as a counterbalance to power. I fear it is a numerous political
assembly whose deliberations are public. They often cause shortsighted views and
commonplace ideas to triumph at the expense of elevated thought and profoundly meditated
plans. To impose on nations the government of a majority is to submit them to mediocrity. If such
is not your purpose, you are mistaken to praise the government of free speech. The politics of
the great number is nearly always timid, greedy, and paltry. You oppose the example of England
to me. I must tell you that that country is not what one believes it to be. It is true that in the
chambers of parliament one decides questions by a majority, but this majority of parliament
represents the aristocracy of the country which for a long time has only ceased to direct the
State during short intervals. Moreover, how many times have lies not caused the leaders of
government of the masked oligarchy to fall through this parliamentary form? Is it for that reason
that you envy England?”“You must lead men either through fear or persuasion.”“I agree, but
action is more persuasive than speech. Judge this by the Prussian monarchy; judge this by
Bonaparte, by the great things accomplished by his reign. But Bonaparte in his beginnings
governed by persuasion as much as by force, yet his eloquence which was great was only



addressed to the individuals. He only spoke to the masses through facts. That is how one strikes
the imagination of men without abusing the gifts of God. To discuss the law in public is to remove
in advance the law from the respect that produces its power.”“You are a tyrant.”“On the contrary. I
fear lawyers and their echo, the newspapers which only consist of words that resound for 24
hours. Those are the tyrants that threaten us today.”“Come live among us. You will learn to fear
other tyrants.”“It wouldn’t do any good, for it isn’t you, prince, who would give me a poor opinion
of Russia.”“Don’t judge it by me or from any of the Russians we are traveling with. With our
natural flexibility, we become cosmopolitan as soon as we leave home and this inclination of our
minds is in itself a satire of our government.”In this, despite the custom he had of speaking
frankly about everything, the prince was afraid of me, of himself, and especially others, and he
resorted to vague impressions.I will not uselessly overburden your memory in reproducing the
forms of a dialogue that became too insincere in adding more to the fund of ideas through his
brilliance of expression. Later, the prince profited from a moment of solitude to finish expounding
his opinions on the character of the people and the institutions of his country. This is nearly all
that I have retained from his postulates.“Russia today is hardly four centuries after the invasion
of the barbarians while the Occident had been subjected to the same crisis forty centuries
earlier. A civilization a thousand years older has an immeasurable distance between itself the
mores of the other.”“Many centuries before the invasion of the Mongols, the Scandinavians sent
to the Slavs their completely savage chief who reigned in Novgorod the Great and at Kiev under
the name of the Varangians. These foreign heroes arrived with not very numerous troops, are the
first Russian princes, and their companions were the foundation of the most ancient nobility of
our country. The Varangian princes, kinds of demigods, governed this then nomadic nation. At
the same time the emperors and patriarchs of Constantinople gave them the taste for art and
luxury. This was, if you permit me the expression the first layer of civilization which was laid
waste under the heels of the Tartars at the time of the arrival of those new conquerors of
Russia.The grand figures of male and female saints who are the legislators of Christian peoples
shone brilliantly in the fabled period of Russian history. The princes, powerful through their
ferocious virtues ennobled the first epoch of the annals of the Slavs. Their memory crosses
through the profound obscurity like the stars pierce the clouds on a stormy night. But the sound
of these bizarre names awakens the imagination and appeals to our curiosity. Rurick, Oleg,
Queen Olga, St. Vladimir, Svatopulk, and Monomach are the personages whose characters do
not resemble those of the great men of the Occident any more than do their names.“There was
nothing chivalric about them. They were biblical kinds; the nation they rendered glorious has
remained a neighbor of Asia. Not knowing our romantic ideas, they have preserved their
patriarchal mores.“The Russians have not been formed by the brilliant school of good faith that
chivalric Europe had been able to profit from so that the word honor has for a long time been
synonymous with fidelity of words; and a word of honor is still sacred even in France, where so
many things have been forgotten. The noble influence of the crusader knights had halted in
Poland with catholicism. The Russians are warriors, but to conquer they fought through



submission and greed. The original Knights Polonia made war solely through love of glory: so
although in origins the two nations emerged from the same stock and had great affinities, the
result in history, which is the education of peoples, separated them so profoundly that more
centuries will be necessary to unite them than those centuries in which religion and society have
divided them.“While Europe hardly caught its breath fro the efforts it made for centuries to wrest
the tomb of Jesus Christ from the infidels, the Russians paid tribute to the Muslims under
Osbeck and meanwhile continued to receive from the Byzantine Empire, following its early
practices, its arts, mores, sciences, religion, and politics along with the Greek traditions of guile
and fraud, and its aversion to the Latin crusaders. If you reflect on all these religious, civil, and
political circumstances, you will not be astonished at the little trust that was given to the word of
a Russian (it was the Russian prince who was speaking), nor to the spirit of trickery that was in
accord with the false Byzantine culture and which dominated social life under the empire of the
tsars, the happy successors to the lieutenants of Bati (a Mongol.)”“Complete despotism, such as
is dominant with us was founded at the moment when serfdom was abolished in the rest of
Europe. Since the invasion of the Mongols, the Slavs, up to then among the freest peoples in the
world, became slaves of conquerors and subsequently to its own princes. Serfdom was
established among them not only as a fact but as a constitutive law of society. It degraded
human speech in Russia to the point that it is considered to be nothing but a snare: our
government lives on lies, because truth makes the tyrant fear like it does the slave. Also however
little one speaks in Russia, one always speaks too much, since in that country all discussion is
an expression of religious or political hypocrisy.”“The autocracy which is nothing but an
idolatrous democracy produces a leveling quite like absolute democracy produces in simple
republics.”“Our autocrats formerly learned their apprenticeship in tyranny at their expense. The
grand Russian princes forced oppress their peoples to benefit the Tartars, dragged themselves
around in slavery even to the depths of Asia, summoned by the Horde at a caprice and only
reigning on the condition that they served as docile instruments of oppression who were
immediately dethroned when they ceased to be instruments of despotism through their
servitude. They familiarized their peoples with the violence of conquest that they themselves
personally had endured. That is how through the process of time that the princes and the nations
became mutually perverted.”“But note the difference: this took place in Russia during the period
when the kings in the Occident and their great vassals struggled to free their populations
through generosity.”‘The Poles find themselves today vis-a-vis the Russians absolutely in the
position the Russians were in vis-a-vis the Mongols under the successors of Bati. The yoke that
they had borne did not always render less heavy the one they imposed on the Poles. The princes
and the peoples sometimes took revenge on the innocent in acting as private individuals: they
believed themselves strong because they were the victims.”“Prince,” I continued after attentively
listening to his long series of postulates, “I do not believe you. It has an elegance of mind that
rises above national prejudice and makes you do the honors of your country for foreigners, but I
do not trust your concessions any more than I do the retentions of others.”“In three months, you



will render more justice to me and to the government of free speech. While waiting for that and
while we are still alone here (he said in looking around in all directions), I want to focus your
attention on a capital point: I am going to give you a key which will serve to explain everything
about the country you are about to enter.”“Consider that with every step you take among this
Asiatic people that the chivalric and catholic influence is unknown in Russia. Not only have they
not received it, but they reacted with animosity against it in their long wars against the
Lithuanians, Poland, the Teutonic Knight, and the Livonian Brotherhood of the Sword.”“You make
me proud of my perspicacity: I wrote to one of my friends recently that, after what I had
observed, that religious intolerance is the secret mechanism of Russian politics.“You have
perfectly guessed at what you are going to see. You will not be able to have a just idea of the
profound intolerance of Russia. Those who have cultivated minds and communicate through
business with Western countries possess the greatest art in hiding the dominant thought, i.e. the
triumph of Greek orthodoxy synonymous with the Russian polity. Without this thought, nothing
can be explained either in regard to our mores or politics. You don’t believe, for example, that the
persecution of Poland is the effect of a personal resentment of the tsars. It is the result of a cold
and profound calculation. These acts of cruelty are meritorious in the eyes of true believers. It is
the Holy Spirit that enlightens the sovereign to the point of elevating his soul above any regard
for humane sentiments, and God blesses the executioner of these high designs: according to
this manner of seeing, judges and hangmen are all the more saints because they are more
barbarian. You legitimist newspapers don’t know what they want when they seek allies in the
schismatics. We will see a European revolution before seeing the tsar of Russia serve a catholic
party in good faith. The protestants will reunite with the pope more readily than with the Russian
autocrat, because the protestants have seen all their beliefs degenerate into systems and their
religious faith become philosophic doubt, and so have renounced their pride as sectarians to
sacrifice to Rome; while the tsar possesses a spiritual power very real and positive which he will
never willingly divest himself of. Rome and all that is attached to the Roman church does not
have a more dangerous enemy than the Moscow autocrat, the visible head of his church, and I
am astonished that Italian perspicacity has still not discovered the danger which christians are
menaced by from that source. After this very prophetic tableau I have sketched, you may pass
judgment on the illusion which lulls a faction of the legitimists (of the Bourbon Restoration)in
Paris.”This conversation should give you an ida of what all the others were like. Every time that
the subject became disturbing for Muscovite self-conceit, Prince K*** stopped speaking until at
least he was perfectly sure no one could overhear us.These confidences caused me to reflect
and my reflections made me afraid.There is a much of a future and perhaps even more in this
country that for a long time has counted for nothing with our modern thinkers, so backward did it
appear, which wasn’t the case with the Anglo-Saxon societies implanted in the soil of America,
so praised by the philosophers whose systems have given birth to our democracy with all its
abuses.If the military spirit that reigns in Russia has produced nothing substantive to our religion
of honor, that is to say, that the nation does not have the force because its soldiers are less



brilliant than ours, we must say that honor is a human divinity. But practical life and duty are
worth as much and more than honor. It is less brilliant, it is more sustained and stronger. The
heroes of Tasso or Ariosto do not originate from it. But the personages worthy of inspiring
another Homer, another Dante can be reborn on the ruins of a second Troy attacked by a new
Achilles, by a man who as a warrior is by himself worth all of the heroes of the Iliad.My opinion is
that the empire of the world henceforth will be devoted not to turbulent peoples but to patient
ones. Europe, enlightened as it is, can be subjugated by nothing but real force, but the real
strength of nations is obedience to the power that commands them, like the real strength of
armies is discipline. Henceforth, lies will especially injure those who employ them and truth has
become a means to a new influence, so much has forgetfulness about the past restored youth
and power to it.When our cosmopolitan democracy bearing its latest fruits will make war an
odious thing to entire populations, when nations who are among the most civilized on the earth
will have succeeded in exhausting themselves in their political debauches, and when from,
downfall to downfall, they have fallen into internal sleep and into contempt towards the outside,
when every alliance will be recognized as impossible with societies who have unconsciously
become egoistic, the sluices of the North will be raised and over us and then we will be
subjected to the first invasion not of ignorant barbarians but by crafty masters, enlightened, more
enlightened than us, because they will have learned from our own excesses how we can and
should be governed.It is not for nothing the Providence has heaped up so many inactive forces
to the east of Europe. One day the sleeping giant will rise and force will put an end to the reign of
speech. In vain will lost equality call on the old aristocracy to come to the aid of liberty. Arms
taken up too late and born by hands inactive for too long, will become powerless. Society will
perish for having trusted for too long words void of sense or which are contradictory. Then the
deceiving echoes of public opinion, the newspapers, wanting to retain their readers at all costs,
will urge an overthrow if it only be to have something to write about for one month more. The
newspapers will kill society to live off its cadaver.Shadows are reborn from a multiplicity of lights
and bedazzlement is a momentary blindness.Germany, with its enlightened governments, with
its good and wise peoples, can reestablish a guardian aristocracy for Europe but these
governments will be separate from their subjects: the king of Prussia becoming the advanced
sentry of Russia has made its soldiers mute and patient revolutionaries instead of using to
advantage their good spirit to make them the natural defenders of old Europe, the only corner on
the earth where up to today reasonable liberty has found a place of asylum. In Germany, one can
still conjure up a storm. In France, England, and Spain one can no longer wait for the lightning to
strike.A return to religious unity will save Europe, but what new miracles will this unity, which will
made it acknowledged and respected, impose on the world careless of it and not acknowledging
it? On what authority will it support itself? That is the secret of God. The mind of man poses
problems, while divine action, that is to say time, resolves them.At these words, I was inspired
with a bitter fear for my country. When the world, fatigued by half-measures, will have made a
step towards the truth, when religion will be recognized as an important business, unique in



society and no longer moved by transitory interests but for the only real good, that is to say the
eternal, will Paris, frivolous Paris, elevated so high during the reign of a philosophic skeptic, will
Paris, the mad capital of indifference and skepticism, preserve its supremacy among the
generations instructed by fear, sanctified by unhappiness, disillusioned by experience, and
sequestered in meditation?It is necessary that the reaction will come from Paris streets: can we
hope for such a marvel?Who will assure us that in emerging from the epoch of destruction and
when the new light of faith will shine in the heart of Europe that the center of civilization will not
be displaced? Who will finally tell us that France, forsaken in its impiety, will not then become for
regenerated catholics what Greece was for the first christians: the extinct foyer for its pride and
eloquence? What right does it have to be an exception? Nations die like men, and volcanic
nations die quickly.Our past was so brilliant and our present so dreary that instead of boldly
invoking the future, we ought to fear it. I confess this from now on that I fear for us more than I
hope, and the impatience of our French youth who under the bloody reign of the Convention
promised us so many triumphs appears to me to today be a sign of decadence. The present
condition with all its improprieties is yet a happier order of things for all peoples than would be
the century that it presaged, which I strive in vain to turn aside my thoughts from.The curiosity I
had to see Russia and the admiration that the spirit of order presiding over the administration of
this vast State caused did not keep me from judging impartially the policies of its government.
The domination of Russia, limited to diplomatic requirements without going as far as conquest,
appears to me to be the most terrible in the world. Once is deceived about the role that the State
plays in Europe. After its constituent principals, it represents order but, after the character of
men, it propagates its tyranny under the pretext of remedying anarchy, as if arbitrariness
remedies anything evil. The moral element if missing in the nation: with its military mores and
memories of invasion, it is still involved in wars of conquest, the most brutal of all, while the
struggles in France and other nations of the West will from now on be wars of propaganda.The
number of passengers I encountered on the Nicholas I fortunately was not considerable. A
young princess D***, née princess de A***, was accompanying her husband returning to
Petersburg. She was charming and completely the heroine of a Scottish romance.This friendly
household was returning from Greiffenberg in Silesia and the princess was also accompanied by
her brother, an agreeable young man. They had spent several months in Silesia in taking as a
family the famous cold water treatment that initiates undergo. It is more than a remedy, it is a
sacrament, a medical baptism.In the fervor of their belief, the prince and princess told me about
the superior results obtained by this new means of healing. This discovery was the result of a
peasant who believed himself superior to all doctors and justified his faith because of the effects
of the treatment. He believed in himself: his example won over others; a number of believers in
the new apostle were healed through their faith.A crowd of foreigners of all countries assembled
at Greiffenberg. All illnesses were treated in this manner except chest illnesses. Ice cold showers
were administered and then one was rolled for five or six hours in flannel. Nothing could resist
the perspiration that this treatment provoked in a patient, the prince said.“Nothing nor anyone,” I



replied.“You are mistaken,”the prince replied with the intensity of a new convert. “Only a very few
persons die suffering from a great number of sicknesses at Greiffenberg. The prince and
princess have taken up residence near the new savior, and when one tries the cure, the waters
become a passion.”Here, Prince D*** interrupted his narrative. He looked at his watch and called
his domestic. That man arrived with a bottle of cold water in hand and poured an entire bottle
over the prince’s body between his vest and shirt. I could not believe my eyes.The prince
continued his conversation without appearing to notice my astonishment. The father of the
reigning duke in Nassau, he said, spent a year in Greiffenberg. He arrived crippled and impotent.
The water revived him but, as he intended a total cure, he did not know when he would leave the
place. No one knows when they arrive at Greiffenberg how long they will stay there. The length of
treatment depends on the illness and the mood of the sick person. One cannot calculate the
effects of a passion, and this manner of employing water becomes a passion for certain people
who from then on indefinitely fix their residence near the source of their supreme felicity.So this
treatment becomes dangerous not because it causes any injury but because it causes so much
pleasure.“You are making fun of it, but go to Greiffenberg and you will return believing like
me.”“Prince, in listening to your account, I believe you. But when I reflect I must doubt: aren’t
marvelous cures often the unpleasant results of such violent perspirations that end by
discomposing the blood and which benefit the sick in exchanging their gout for hydropsy? You
are a very young initiate: if you appeared seriously ill to me, I would not speak to you with such
candor.”“You are not frightening me in any way,” the prince added, “I am personally persuaded
about the efficacy of the cold water treatment that I am going to establish at home in Russia a
business similar to the one at Greiffenberg.”The Slavs have another mania besides cold water, I
thought to myself. It is namely a passion for all kinds of novelties. The spirit of this nation of
imitators applies itself to the inventions of others.Besides Prince K*** and the D*** family, a
Princess L*** was also on board our vessel.The lady was returning to Petersburg which she had
left eight days before to go from Germany to Lausanne in Switzerland where she intended to join
her daughter who was about to give birth. But after disembarking from Travemünde, the princess
out of idleness asked to see the list of passengers that had departed for Russia on the last
steamer when to her surprise she saw the name of her daughter on it. She took the information
to the Russian Consul: there was no doubt the mother and daughter crossed paths in the middle
of the Baltic Ocean.The mother today was returning to Petersburg where her daughter would
have arrived in time to not give birth at sea.This very frustrated woman was amiable to socialize
with. She passed charming soirées with us in singing in a pleasant voice Russian tunes
completely unknown to me. Princess D*** sang in part with her, even accompanied by some
steps of the dancing airs of the Cossacks. This national spectacle, this rather improvised concert
suspended our conversations in a diverting way so that the hours of the day and night flew past
like instants.The true models for good taste and sociable manners are only found in aristocratic
countries. No one there dreams of giving themselves airs comme il faut. And it is these airs
comme il faut that ruin society in places where there are many parvenues. With aristocracies, all



the people who find themselves in a room are naturally placed to share with each other there.
Destined to encounter each other every day, they become habituated to one another. In default
of sympathy, intimacy establishes a sense of ease and even confidence between people. One
understands the other through a half-word and everyone recognizes his manner of thinking in
the language of the group. One puts up with one another for their entire life and this resignation
changes to pleasure. Travelers destined to remain a long time with one another understand each
other better than those who encounter each other momentarily. Through obliging harmony,
general politeness is engendered which does not exclude variety. Minds profit by only marking
their differences through delicate nuances, and elegance of discourse embellishes everything
without injuring anything, because the truth of sentiments loses nothing from from the sacrifices
that delicacy of expression demands. So thanks to the sense of security that is established in
every such exclusive society, annoyances disappear and conversation without crudeness
becomes an ability, a delightful liberty.
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